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Manchester Arena Inquiry

Wednesday, 21 April 2021
(9.30 am)
(Delay in proceedings)
(9.37 am)
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Mr Greaney.
MR GREANEY: Sir, good morning. First today we are going to
hear from Ryan Billington, who is currently a paramedic
with NWAS, but at the time of the attack worked for
ETUK.
MR RYAN BILLINGTON (sworn)
Questions from MR GREANEY
MR GREANEY: Could you begin, please, by telling us your
full name?
A. My name is Ryan James Billington.
Q. Do you currently work as a paramedic for the North West
Ambulance Service?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. Are you based at the Royal Bolton Hospital?
A. At the Ambulance Service there, yes.
Q. In May 2017 were you in training to become a qualified
paramedic?
A. That’s right , sir , yes.
Q. And to that end, were you in the second year of
full −time study at the University of Central Lancashire?
A. Yes.
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Day 91

A. Yes, sir .
Q. Was that in about October 2015?
A. That’s about right, yes.
Q. In what way did you become aware of that organisation?
A. I was originally with the St John’s Ambulance, providing
event cover to people visiting events. Some members of
the organisation work for various other companies doing
events around the country, so it was by word of mouth,
really .

I ’d already known about the organisation, but

also I ’d seen an article on a Facebook group where
various event medics kind of congregate, so it was
through that I found out about Emergency Training.
Q. Let me make sure I understand. By October 2015 you’re
in your second year, therefore you have some skills in
medical treatment; is that correct?
A. I was already an advanced first aider , I ’d already
independently completed a course, which was the IHCD
first person on scene intermediate course, which would
allow me to operate as a first aider . So that was where
my training −−
Q. I ’m going to ask you to pause there. It ’s my fault
because we’ve jumped ahead slightly. It is important
that we should understand whether you did have
qualifications in first aid before you started to work
for ETUK, as we shall hear that you did.
3
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Q. What I haven’t understood myself is whether at that
stage you were already employed by NWAS.
A. At that stage, I wasn’t employed by NWAS, I was with the
University of Central Lancashire. All of my placements
were with North West Ambulance Service, so I was a part
of NWAS but not under direct employment with them.
Q. So you had decided that you wanted to be a paramedic?
A. That’s right .
Q. Had obtained a place on a course at university?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. You had a strong association with NWAS during that
period?
A. Yes.
Q. And did you have an expectation that you would, in due
course, join NWAS as a paramedic?
A. Yes, I ’d already been offered a job at that point to
join as a paramedic.
Q. So you were in the second year and was it a three−year
course?
A. I did the diploma, so it ’s a two−year course.
Q. When was it that you had actually started your course?
A. I would have started in September, early September 2015.
Q. At about that time, or perhaps just shortly afterwards,
did you become aware of an organisation known as
Emergency Training UK?
2
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A. Yes.
Q. I think from what you have just said to us, before you
started to work for that organisation , you did have
qualifications in first aid and medical treatment?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. Just to detail what those qualifications were, had you
attended a course that lasted for 2 weeks?
A. It was a one−week course with a company called Manone
Medical Services and that was the IHCD first person on
scene intermediate.
Q. You were, as we know, a second−year student paramedic
and obviously had had some training in the course of
your studies .
A. Yes.
Q. You have told us that you had worked for St John’s
Ambulance; is that correct?
A. I volunteered briefly for St John’s Ambulance, yes.
Q. Had you received any training through that work?
A. Yes, St John train all of their staff in basic first aid
and that’s what I’d done with them.
Q. Had you also trained in advanced first aid with the
Greater Manchester Army Cadet Force?
A. Yes, sir , that’s correct .
Q. So as of October 2015, when you first encountered ETUK,
how would you describe yourself in terms of
4
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Manchester Arena Inquiry

qualification and experience?
A. When I first joined , I ’d describe myself as quite
competent in first aid.

I had advanced first aid as

well . Although quite inexperienced at that time, I ’d
had a fair bit of training and I’d say that I was quite
able to deal with most situations that I was presented
with, with an awareness of when I’d need to escalate to
a senior clinician .
Q. So we’re still in October 2015 −−
A. Yes.
Q. −− and you have that level of expertise. Had you also
attended through St John’s Ambulance, or in other ways,
events and provided care there?
A. Yes, that’s correct .
Q. All of the training that we’ve just described,
am I right , was not provided by ETUK?
A. That’s correct .
Q. In October of 2015, what did you learn about ETUK?
A. I learned prior to joining them that they were a CQC
registered ambulance service, they do a lot of first aid
at various events, mainly around Manchester but
ultimately all around the country, and that was
something that I wanted to get involved in.

It seemed

to have good reviews by the staff that worked there and
the way that people spoke about the organisation, they
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you’re able to.
A. I ’d say several months, 6 or 7 months perhaps.
Q. Would it be reasonable to say that by the end of 2017,
ETUK was finished or thereabouts?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. Over the time that you worked for them, it sounds like
it was about 2 years, how many events do you think you
attended?
A. Generally I ’d try and attend one event a week, sometimes
slightly more, sometimes slightly less .

seemed to have quite good morals and the fact that the
organisation offered training was always a bonus to me.
Q. I am going to come on in a moment to ask you for your
general views of ETUK whilst you worked for them. We
should perhaps understand, you learned about them in
October 2015.
A. Yes.
Q. Did you start to work for them at that time or shortly
afterwards?
A. I believe it was shortly afterwards, yes.
Q. And, as we’re going to hear, you were still working for
them in May 2017?
A. That’s correct .
Q. When did you cease working for ETUK?
A.

Officially , it would have been when the company
dissolved and ceased trading. It was quite a while
before then when they had their last event. I can’t
remember what the last event I attended was. It would
have been at Manchester Arena. But it was shortly
before they closed down as a company.

Q. And this was an issue that arose yesterday: can you give
us an idea of how long after the arena attack it was
that ETUK effectively ceased to operate?
A. I ’m unsure of the exact date.
Q. That we’ll understand, but just give us an idea if
6
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It would depend

on my rota.
Q. It sounds as though you probably attended round about
100 events?
A. Yes, maybe more −− actually, I remember my invoices per
event, I was in the 130s at one point.
Q. That’s very helpful to know. Were those events all at
the arena or might they have been elsewhere?
A. No, we had events all around the country.
Manchester Arena was one venue. We had the O2 Ritz
at the time in Manchester, that was another venue. We’d
go to various country fairs and fêtes doing different
things. We had the Warehouse Project on one point at
Store Street in Manchester, which is a live music event,
and we also had Victoria Warehouse as well, and there
were various other things but they were the main ones
7
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I attended to.
Q. As a percentage of the total events which you attended,
which were above 130, how many of those events were
events at the arena?
A. I ’d say the majority of them, over 50%.
Q. So was the arena therefore a venue that you were very
familiar with?
A. Yes.
Q. I ’m going to come back to that. I was dealing with your
training and we’d learned the training that you had
received before you joined ETUK.
A. Yes.
Q. Having joined ETUK, did you receive any further
training ?
A. I don’t believe I did, certainly not medically.
Q. Obviously, on the night of the attack, you were required
to treat injuries that had been caused by a bomb
explosion. Had you at any stage received training
in the treatment of such injuries ?
A. Prior to joining ETUK, sir, yes I had, but not with
ETUK.
Q. I think there must therefore be an error in your
statement, which I’m certain won’t be your fault, but
where had you received training in the treatment of bomb
injuries ?
8
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A. So as part of my course, both at my IHCD course and
at the University of Central Lancashire, we both did
modules on treatment of blast and impalement injuries.
Specifically with ETUK, I didn’t cover any treatment as
such with them.
Q. I was at paragraph 14 of your statement and we need to
bear in mind the qualification you have just given us.
A. Yes, sir .
Q. During the course of that training , did you receive
instruction on the various dressings that could be used
for bomb injuries?
A. That’s correct , yes. So at that level , I ’d completed my
trauma module, so I was really familiar with the
dressings used by the Ambulance Service and wider
organisations for dealing with bomb injuries.
Q. Did you receive instruction during that training on the
use of tourniquets?
A. Yes, sir . That was part of our modules.
Q. Without going into any detail about what you did on the
night of the attack, did that training that you had
received help?
A. Greatly so, sir , yes. Yes, it actually got me through
the night, the training that I ’d been given.
Q. Before the attack, were you aware of the concept of
a marauding terrorist firearms attack?
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A. That wasn’t made apparent to us, sir.
Q. But you were aware of the risk of a terrorist attack?
A. Yes, it ’s always in the back of your mind at a large
venue like that in the current climate.
Q. You say current climate. I ’m interested in what your
thoughts were −− obviously you will always think about
such an event given the experience you had. What I’m
interested in is what you state of mind was on 22 May
when, as we are going to hear, you went to work? Did
you have within your mind when you went to work that
night at the arena the possibility of a terrorist
attack?
A. It wasn’t in my mind that night, it wasn’t something
that I was greatly worried it might happen. It was an
event which has got a lot of children at it and we cover
various events at the arena, we covered various events.
Some of them you’d expect a lot of trouble, a lot of
violence with various factions and different supporters
from groups coming together, so we expected a lot of
trouble from them. But I think the general feeling on
the night was that it ’s a children ’s concert, we’re
going to be dealing with a lot of children feeling
unwell, maybe parents having a little bit too much to
drink, but it certainly wasn’t expected, what was going
to happen.
11
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A. Of the concept, yes.

It was obviously a very real

threat at the time at such a large music venue.
Q. How had you been made aware of the concept of such an
attack?
A. So both through my time with North West Ambulance
Service and my university, we’d done various major
incident events, similar to the night of the arena, in
preparation where we’d been made aware of what’s
required from us at that kind of incident , albeit very
slightly different , so I ’m working at the arena and the
training is in regards to an Ambulance Service response.
I was aware of the potential of what could happen and
how to deal with it .
Q. I ’m just going to ask you to divide out what you learnt
at university from what you learnt at ETUK. As of
May 2017, were you aware of what the threat level was,
by which I mean the threat of a terrorist attack?
A. I wasn’t aware of the specific level at that time,
whether it was moderate or severe. I understood about
the different levels that it could be, but I don’t
recall the specific level it was at the time.
Q. So it would seem to follow that neither Mr Parry nor
anyone else had ETUK had said to you, ”This is the level
of threat that we are presented with at an event at the
arena”?
10
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Q. I don’t know to what extent you have been following our
proceedings. I know you watched the evidence yesterday.
A. I watched a small amount yesterday, but apart from that,
I haven’t looked at anything that’s gone on.
Q. No one should criticise you for that, nor should they
criticise you for your awareness of the risk on the
night. The chairman has been interested in the course
of the proceedings in the idea that it ’s one thing for
a threat level , and the threat level was in fact severe
at the time of the arena attack.
A. Yes.
Q. It ’s another thing for people to be briefed about the
existence of the threat, and it ’s another thing still
for people to say to themselves, ”This threat exists and
it could really happen to me tonight”.
A. Yes, sir .
Q. It seems from what you’re saying that you never even
reached stage 2, no one even briefed you that night that
this could happen, let alone you saying to yourself ,
”This is something I need to think about”?
A. I don’t believe we got briefed about the threat level at
that time. At the start of every event we do have an
event brief . However, due to time constraints −− I was
always there quite early to sort my own kit out and to
help other people, but due to time constraints the
12
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briefing was very brief on most event nights.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: When you say time constraints, is that
because of people coming from other jobs and coming
late? What was causing the time constraints?
A. Sometimes it’s a mixture. They may open the doors
early , which we’d be unaware of until the last minute,
then it becomes a rush to get upstairs, sir . Sometimes
we had 14 members of staff there, so a lot of them would
get into trouble with traffic and public transport and
they would be late. And sometimes the arena run
a briefing for the Medic 1, which would be Mr Parry, and
sometimes Medic 2 would attend as well and they’d
sometimes come back quite late from their briefing as
well . So it was sometimes a bit of a rush to get our
briefing out of the way.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Thank you.
MR GREANEY: I’m just going to show on the screen, out of
what I hope is fairness to ETUK, a document that I think
you will recognise, which deals with MTFAs, as we call
them.
Mr Lopez, this is {INQ024429/1}.
I ’m not going to read through this with you, I’m
just going to ask you to confirm if you had seen it.
We can see that this is an ETUK document, ”Staff
guidance for times of emergency”, and if we were to read
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trouble . How do those blend in together?
A. I think at every event, we were always quite alert of
what might happen, sir. I think it is more of expecting
trouble . A lot of events are completely sold out and
there is rival factions and −−
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Yes, I well understand that. It’s
really about how the terrorist threat is rather separate
from that. Why would you think a terrorist wouldn’t
attack that sort of concert?
A. Yes, retrospectively now, it does seem like quite a −−
I don’t want to say an easy option, but an option for
them to go for whereas I think −−
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: It may be you just (overspeaking) be
that callous , but, you know...
A. Maybe I was a bit naive and didn’t consider that option
at the time, quite wrongly of me.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: No, no, I’m really not criticising you,
I ’m just trying to find out.
MR GREANEY: I think everyone will be keen that you
understand that you are not here to be criticised −−
A. Yes, sir .
Q. −− and people are not criticising you. Everyone in this
room will know what you did that night.
It sounds from what you’re saying that when you went
to work at these events at the arena, what you were
15
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through it , we would see that it deals with what we call
an MTFA.
As of May 2017, had you seen this document?
A. I believe I had seen it , yes.
Q. Had you received any training in it ?
A. No, sir .
Q. So it sounds from what you’ve told us as if you had
general awareness of terrorist risk ?
A. Yes.
Q. You knew that there had been terrorist attacks in
various parts of the world?
A. Yes.
Q. But no one had said to you, ”This is something that can
really happen to you tonight”; is that correct?
A. That’s correct , yes.
Q. And it didn’t really cross your mind as you went to work
on 22 May that you might be confronted with what in fact
you were confronted with?
A. I had no idea, sir .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Just explain to me how in relation to
a terrorist attack you were saying, ”Well, this was
a children ’s concert”. This may be completely obvious.
It ’s a children ’s concert, this is not the sort of
concert where we really need to be as alert as we might
at other concerts where we’re more likely to expect
14
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thinking about was a risk to the crowd of a child having
too many sweets and being sick, a parent having too much
to drink, or some people who’d gone to watch the darts
having a scrap?
A. Yes.
Q. But what you weren’t thinking about is an external
threat doing something to the crowd?
A. I wasn’t thinking about that at the time, no.
Q. And no one had told you to think about that?
A. I don’t believe so.
Q. Had you also received some information about what in
your statement you describe as a medical emergency? Let
me tell you what I mean. I’m going to ask that we put
on the screen a further document and again I’ll ask you
if you recognise it .
It ’s {INQ024430/1}. Can we see the top of the page,
please, Mr Lopez?
Again we can see this is an Emergency Training UK
Limited document. It’s headed:
”Emergency and contingency plans: treatment of
medical emergencies.”
Do you recognise the document?
A. Yes, I recognise the document.
Q. Had you seen it before May 2017?
A. I believe it may have been located on a wall in the
16
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first aid room. However, nobody had directed me to read
this document thoroughly.
Q. So you’ve answered my next question, which was going to
be whether you’d received any training in it , to which
the answer is obviously no.
A. No, sir .
Q. This document, if we were to go through it, which I’m
not going to do now with the time constraints of the
day, in particular , we’d see that it provides a plan for
how people in your position ought to respond to an
emergency. Have you read it since 22 May?
A. Yes, I have seen it . The police provided me with a copy
to view.
Q. Is that how it worked on the night?
A. I ’ ll just familiarise myself with it again.
(Pause)
Yes.
Q. This sets out a structured response to an emergency, and
on the night did you think there was a very structured
response to that emergency?
A. I wouldn’t say there was a structure at all to the
emergency, sir.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Do you have a hard copy of the document?
MR GREANEY: I don’t think so.
A. There’s a booklet here which may have a copy in.
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A. Yes, sir .
Q. From your perspective, how did triage happen that night?
A. Triage on the evening was greatly myself trying to tell
first aiders that weren’t versed in triage and didn’t
have any idea of the concept of it .
Q. Are you talking about triaging in the City Room itself?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. I ’m sorry, I interrupted you, and this is important. It
was largely , I think you said, you giving instructions
to first aiders −−
A. Yes, sir .
Q. −− who weren’t familiar with the concept of triage?
A. That’s correct . So myself, I ’ve got a background
obviously. My course with the IHCD is slightly more
advanced than the other first aiders that may have done
a First Aid at Work qualification, and my background
with North West Ambulance Service, I’ve got a high level
of knowledge as to what triage is and how it’s done,
whereas a lot of our team are just people with normal
jobs that aren’t medical at all and they come in to help
people and watch the shows. So I’d expect that time
in the evening was the first time they’d had any
experience of triage before. That would be the first
time they’d ever had to do it in real life .
Q. So it sounds as if what you’re describing is a situation
19
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(Pause)
I don’t believe it ’s in there.
Q. I ’m not going to ask the witness to go through this
document.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: I understand that. It’s just a glance
at it would actually indicate −− I think we’ll get
a hard copy some time. You can glance at it, not go
into detail .

I think you could look at this quite

quickly and see whether that sort of structured response
occurred.
MR GREANEY: You can. Mr Suter is going to see whether
we can get a hard copy.
You’ll understand the point I was just seeking to
establish , which was here on paper we’ve got what is
intended to occur in the event of an emergency. I think
what you’re saying to us is that −−
A. That didn’t happen.
Q. That just did not happen on the night, did it?
A. That’s correct .
Q. By the date of the attack in May 2017, had you received
any training in the concept of triage?
A. From North West Ambulance Service, yes. From Emergency
Training, then no.
Q. But you were aware of the concept and how triage ought
to happen; is that correct?
18
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in which the ETUK people who were there, save you and
perhaps a couple of others, had no experience of triage?
You’re nodding your head.
A. Yes, sir .
Q. They had no training in triage?
A. That’s correct .
Q. And here they were in the midst of responding to
a terrorist attack?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. Having to learn it for the first time?
A. From my instructions over a radio. That was the
situation that they were put in.
Q. That doesn’t sound like a very satisfactory state of
affairs .
A. Absolutely not, sir .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Just let me understand for a moment.
I don’t want to go into a lot of detail about what you
were attempting to do by way of triage. Would the
principles be, first , concentrate on people who can
actually be helped?
MR GREANEY: We are going to get to this a little later.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: That’s absolutely fine, you carry on.
MR GREANEY: I don’t want to interrupt your line of thought,
sir , but we are going to ask about what the instructions
were on the night. I know I’m jumping slightly ahead.
20
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SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: You do that. We’ll do it your way.
MR GREANEY: In terms of triage, the way in which you put it
in your statement was:
”On the night of the bomb attack it went to rubbish
due to the overwhelming nature of the incident.”
A. Yes, that’s correct .
Q. Again, I’m very keen you should understand that that
should not be understood as a criticism of you.
A. No, no, I understand.
Q. Obviously, you’re going to judge this with the benefit
of the experience you had on the night and therefore
with the benefit of hindsight and we are going to hear
evidence from others about this.
A. Yes.
Q. But you said to us that the qualification of many of
those who were there from ETUK that night was the −− did
you describe it as the First Aid at Work qualification?
A. I believe so, yes.
Q. Is it reasonable to suggest that that was far from being
an adequate level of training and qualification for what
people were confronted with that night?
A. Yes, sir .

I believe that any first aider at an event

should have at least had the qualification which I had
to be at that event.
Q. And the simple fact is that most of them didn’t?
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Q. What you say in your witness statement is −− I’m at
paragraph 13 of your third statement, you needn’t turn
it up −− and you’re dealing with the application of
tourniquets:
”We never had enough training in this at the arena
and I continually reinforced that message. Changes were
made but not nearly enough in response to my
suggestions. The first aid staff were enthusiastic and
wanted to learn, but some longer−serving staff were
a bit old school, saying, ’We’ve always done it this
way’, and were reluctant to change.”
A. Yes, sir , that’s correct .
Q. Could you explain what you mean by that, please?
A. Yes. So we had a lot of staff which were in the 40s,
50s, 60s, a lot of parents and quite experienced staff
there. Although they’ve only had the First Aid at Work
training , which is a two−day course, and I think that
a lot of them found it quite patronising , me to come in
as an 18 to 20−year−old and try and give them new ideas
and new concepts. And a lot of them just weren’t
interested in the idea. Some of them were, some of them
were really inviting , learning new things and doing new
training , but ultimately what I wanted to do is get all
staff proficient and qualified by a registered training
course in the application of trauma dressings and
23
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A. That’s correct .
(Document handed up)
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: I’m not going to ask anyone to read
through this, it ’s just really a glance at it .
MR GREANEY: This just takes us back to what we were looking
at a moment ago. We’ll have it on the screen.
{INQ024430/4}.
There we have a very impressive looking major
incident flow chart. Nothing like that happened on the
night, did it ?
A. That’s correct .
Q. You, given the training that you had, even at that stage
in May of 2017, will have known how to apply
a tourniquet and indeed you have told me that you did.
In the context of an event such as that which confronted
you, and without going into any details , what is or may
be the importance of a tourniquet?
A. A tourniquet is in place to stop a catastrophic bleed.
Q. You’ve probably answered this question already, but it ’s
important I should pose it nonetheless: did you, and
a couple of others apart of the ETUK staff, have
sufficient training in the application of a tourniquet?
A. I had sufficient training in tourniquet application .
However, in regards to the other members of staff
I don’t know if they’d been trained to use one, sir .
22
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tourniquets for events where I wasn’t there.

I didn’t

want patient care to drop just because I wasn’t at an
event.
Q. By 22 May 2017, had that aspiration of yours been
achieved within ETUK?
A. Not fully , no. Mr Parry had bought additional trauma
equipment for in the cupboard. However, it is in
a cupboard, which is a 10−minute walk from the
concourse, where we are, so that equipment is really
hard to get hold of. And as well, anybody that wasn’t
trained to use it , if they took a slight interest in it ,
there’s situations where they’d be shot down by the
older staff , being told , ”You’re not trained to use that
equipment, don’t look in that cupboard”, and that was
the kind of environment that we were in at times.
Q. Let me just finally , before we move on to look at the
structure of a shift at ETUK, ask you some general
questions.

First , how would you describe the training

that you personally received at ETUK, if you received
any?
A. I would describe it as non−existent, sir .

I haven’t

received any training at Emergency Training UK from any
more senior clinicians than me.
Q. Do you have a view about the training that ETUK provided
generally to those who worked for it?
24
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A. Emergency Training UK, I believe, is a company that
provides First Aid at Work courses and things like that,
but for the actual staff working at their events there’s
very little training in place, unless it was for
somebody like myself to put on a session with people
that was interested. But there was nothing official
provided, no continuous professional development,
nothing like that in place. So it was quite easy for
knowledge, skills and equipment to become outdated.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: What sort of turnover of staff did you
have? Sometimes that can make training and continuous
professional development difficult .
A. Some nights, sir , we had the same staff that had been
there a long time and enjoyed the concerts, but we had
a lot of staff come and go. As people would qualify,
they would leave because they can get paid better
elsewhere. So there was always a few new staff every
shift or staff with faces we don’t recognise.
MR GREANEY: I know from a conversation we had before you
went into the witness box that you’re keen that it
shouldn’t be understood that you’re saying that ETUK was
all bad, so I need to ask you about that. Could you
tell us about your impressions about Mr Ian Parry,
please?
A. Mr Parry, while I was a student, he was always very
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ordinary shift what would the work tend to involve?
A. In terms of patient injuries , generally , there wasn’t
a lot to do. We’d deal with a few burns from the
kitchen. There might be a person that’s fainted due to
overheating.
Q. Overheating or overeating?
A. Overheating with the temperature. It’s very warm in
there. But that was it. A few cuts, bruises ,
intoxicated people whose welfare we were looking at. In
terms of medical emergencies, there wasn’t a lot .
Q. This might illustrate , do you agree, that you go to
work, even more so perhaps your colleagues go to work,
expecting you might have to deal with someone who’s had
a bit too much to drink or who’s got too hot? No one
has any expectation that they’re going to have to deal
with the kind of situation you had to deal with that
night?
A. That’s correct .
Q. And nor were you briefed on any occasion that you might
have to deal with that kind of situation ?
A. There has been occasions where it may have been
mentioned in briefing about −− we have a certain code
word for certain things, so there is a code word for
suspect package, lost child , fire . But apart from
glancing over them code words on the odd briefing −− and
27
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helpful to me. He seemed quite approachable and he was
always open to new ideas. If I had a suggestion, he
would try and implement it to an extent, but with myself
he was always very helpful .

I know if it wasn’t for

Mr Parry, I wouldn’t be a registered paramedic today.
He has helped me as much as he possibly could to
facilitate me with shifts, because I’m from a family
where I had to fund my own training, a single−parent
family, so I was going to university through the day and
then the money I was earning from events I was using to
pay for my car to get to and from uni, and he
facilitated me as much as possible to be able to do
that.
Q. It ’s only right that, against the negative things that
you say about the organisation, you should say those
positive things about him.
A. Yes, absolutely .
Q. Let’s turn to deal with how ETUK operated on the ground
on the occasion of an event. I think from what you have
said already that you would generally try to work at
least one shift a week?
A. Yes, if possible . Maybe slightly more.
Q. And commonly, would that be on a Friday or a Saturday?
A. Yes. Event nights, Friday and Saturday.
Q. Just leaving 22 May to one side for a moment, on an
26
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it certainly wasn’t every briefing −− we wasn’t made
aware of any specific threat.
Q. No, and was there any counter−terrorism briefing at all
on the night of the 22nd that you remember?
A. No, sir .
Q. I believe what you’re saying to us is there might from
time to time be occasions when you’d be reminded, ”This
is the code word for if you find something suspicious or
if there is a child who is missing”, but in no way was
it drilled into you as ETUK staff, ”Tonight this might
happen, be prepared”?
A. No, sir .
Q. On a shift, what was the structure of the ETUK team?
You have referred to Medic 1. Could you tell us how it
operated, please?
A. Medic 1 would be the overall person in charge.
Normally, it would be Mr Parry, but not every night. It
could vary. Medic 2 was sometimes an EMT and they
generally allocate people’s positions and places and
they deal with staff welfare , like rest breaks,
et cetera. And then it’d go all the way down to however
many medics we have, up to 13 and 14, who would work in
pairs . There’s normally another EMT somewhere within
the pairs . Normally, at the end, there’s Medic 13 or
Medic 14, and the rest would generally be first aiders ,
28
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albeit they may be student technicians, student
paramedics, student doctors. They would be there as
first aiders .
Q. When an event was starting and then underway, and then
once people were leaving, where would you be positioned
around the arena when you were working there?
A. Prior to people coming in, each response team, so
Medic 3 and Medic 4, Medic 5 and Medic 6, et cetera,
would be allocated an entrance and an exit. So they may
say, for example, ”Medic 3 and Medic 4, you’re at
City Rooms to begin with”, and they’d place everybody on
each entrance and exit, and I think the main reason for
that was because the arena has a zero tolerance on food
and drink coming in, so we were allowed as medics to
make exceptions to some people bringing that in. It was
just generally to facilitate a safe entry and egress.
That’s why we were placed there.
Q. Next, please, I would like your help with the medical
equipment you were provided with by ETUK. What did they
give to you and others in your position?
A. First aiders were all given a first aid response bag
between the pairs.

It was optional whether you used

your own bag and put their equipment in it or whether
you used their first aid bag. It was just a standard
kind of bag that said ” first aid” on it .

It was quite
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layperson would be able to use it to deliver a shock to
return the heart to a normal rhythm.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: How many were there, did you say?
A. I believe there were two.
MR GREANEY: They were provided by the arena as opposed to
by ETUK; is that correct?
A. As far as I ’m aware, one was provided by ETUK and one
was the arena’s bag with the arena’s defibrillator in
it .
Q. Was there any other medical equipment, so far as you
knew as of 22 May, provided by or available at the
arena?
A. We had medical oxygen for staff that was trained to use
it . There was Entonox, some very basic medications. We
had various stretchers , trolleys , moving and handling
equipment, but it was all very basic .
Q. Did you know where the stretchers were?
A. I was aware, yes.
Q. Did you know how many there were?
A. At the time, I can only say that I recall one for
certain .
Q. It sounds as if , by 22 May, you were well familiar with
the arena.
A. Yes, sir .
Q. Was that just through working there or had you also
31
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outdated. Within that bag there would be things like
bandages, slings , some people might take a vomit bowl,
but very, very basic first aid equipment.
Q. Did the bag that was provided by ETUK contain
a tourniquet?
A. No, sir .
Q. When you worked for ETUK, including on the night of the
22nd, did you use that bag or something else?
A. I never used their first aid bag, sir . They was very
basic and, I believe , not sufficient . So I had my own
response bag, which Ian Parry had an agreement, any
staff could bring in their own bag with their own kit
laid out as they prefer it .

If we use any kit from

there, we either invoice him or take it from the
first aid room.
Q. And in your bag did you have a tourniquet or
tourniquets?
A. Yes, sir , I carried two.
Q. What medical equipment was available at the arena?
A. In the response bags, very basic first aid equipment.
We’d have an AED or two AEDs available to us.
Q. Tell us what an AED is?
A. An automatic external defibrillator , so if a patient ’s
heart goes into a funny rhythm, ventricular fibrillation
or ventricular tachycardia, a first aider or any
30
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attended as a visitor or had you been formally shown
around it or all three?
A. On my first shift there ever, I was given quite an
in−depth guided tour by Medic 2 on the night. I was
there as an observer, I believe . However, there was
a medical emergency that night and, even though I was
observing, I was more superiorly qualified than anybody
else , so I ended up taking responsibility for a medical
emergency and therefore they said, actually , ”You should
be paid for this shift ”, but that was my observation
shift .
Q. What did you understand as of the night of the attack to
be the area for which ETUK was responsible? By that
I mean, obviously we have the arena, then we have the
areas just outside the arena, so the City Room −−
A. Yes.
Q. −− the Trinity Way tunnel, and then beyond that we have
the railway station and beyond that, of course, Central
Manchester.
A. Yes.
Q. What did you understand was the area within which you
were expected to operate?
A. Emergency Training had quite a strict policy that we
stay inside the arena: anything beyond the doors isn’t
our issue . However, I have a duty of care, so anybody
32
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requiring medical intervention, and on several occasions
I did, I would leave the arena to treat the patient .
Q. I just need to understand what you mean by ”arena”.
A. Yes.
Q. Do you mean, when you use the word ”arena”, the
auditorium or the arena bowl?
A. I mean the arena bowl. Prior to the night, anything
outside the doors of the City Room, so into the station,
that wasn’t, as far as we was told, our jurisdiction .
Q. Let me just focus the question in : the City Room, did
you understand that that was an area that was or was not
your responsibility ?
A. That wasn’t our responsibility .
Q. So that was your understanding?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. From where had you derived that understanding?
A. It was often said to us on the radio: do not leave them
fire doors, why are you out there, I ’ve got medics on
CCTV out there, you shouldn’t be in there, come back
inside . Anybody that went beyond the fire doors, you’d
need a very good reason to do so.
Q. Obviously, on the night you did have a good reason for
doing so?
A. Absolutely, sir .
Q. Of course you did. We know, and explored in a lot of
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relationship . We didn’t have any meetings with them or
any real awareness of their role and I don’t think they
had much awareness of us either.
Q. It sounds as if there wasn’t much formality to it, you’d
see them around and you’d say hello, and that was about
it ?
A. That’s right . They may get involved in an incident, if
somebody’s kicking off or causing trouble, they may come
and assist us there, but that was really the extent of
our relationship .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: This is again within the arena bowl
itself rather than the City Room or something?
A. Yes, sir , they did patrol the entire arena bowl
sometimes −−
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Yes, I think we’ve heard about that.
A. −− and provide a presence.
MR GREANEY: Next I’m going to ask you about radios. Within
ETUK did staff have and use radios?
A. Yes, sir . Each response team had a radio between two,
generally .
Q. A response team would be?
A. Two people.
Q. And there’d be one radio?
A. One between two, yes.
Q. Was this a radio that could be used only with other
35
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detail during an earlier stage of our proceedings, that
stewarding services , to use a neutral phrase, were
provided by an organisation called ShowSec. What
liaison was there between you when working for ETUK and
ShowSec on the occasion of an event?
A. ShowSec would quite often come to us if they had queries
with anything medical, so a patient wishing to bring
medication in. Of course they can bring medication in,
but they’d always come to ask us. Anybody that was
appearing intoxicated, they’d want our opinion before
ejecting them from the venue. It was quite a good
working relationship on my level, which isn’t
a management level, between us and people at ShowSec.
Q. I ’m sure you can only speak about your level, but it
sounds as if at your level the relationship between you,
people at your level , and the ShowSec people worked
well?
A. Yes. We’re all there to help the public .
Q. Was there ever a liaison between you, by which I mean
your level within ETUK, and BTP that you remember?
British Transport Police.
A. We seen them around the venue at various events, events
where there was likely to be trouble, like the darts and
things, they would patrol the venue, we’d smile and say
hello , but that was really it in terms of our
34
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members of ETUK or could you also communicate with
ShowSec, SMG and/or others?
A. It was just for the first aid team.
Q. In terms of clothing did you wear anything which
indicated that you were a medic?
A. We had a green polo shirt, some people’s was light
green, some people’s was slightly darker.

It would say

”medical team” on the back. And we had a crest on the
front that said −− I think it was ”event medical team”.
We wore green trousers, we’d have our lanyard with our
ID on display somewhere, and that was the extent of our
uniform.
Q. That’s all that I wanted to ask you about general
matters about the training, equipment and so on.
I ’m going to move on next to the events of the night
of the 22nd, sir , unless you have any further questions
on background matters.
When we deal with the events of the night, I am not
going to be asking you about any particular individual
that you dealt with, let alone am I going to be asking
you to name any individual that you dealt with. I am
not going to be showing on the screen any image of the
City Room or elsewhere. But nonetheless, you are going
to be dealing with some of your actions during the
course of that night. You know, and I’m sure others
36
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know, that is capable of being distressing −−
A. Yes.
Q. −− for you and I’m sure for others. So I’m just going
to give that warning so that anyone who doesn’t wish to
listen to what you have to say is able to avoid it .
On the night of 22 May, did you start your shift at
about 5.30 in the afternoon?
A. That’s correct .
Q. Were you given the call sign, the radio call sign of
Medic 13?
A. Yes, sir , I believe so.
Q. Were you assigned to work in a two with somebody else?
A. That’s correct .
Q. Who were you assigned to work with?
A. I believe it was Elizabeth Woodcock.
Q. Was she Medic 2?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. What was your particular task that night?
A. I was a first aider , working as part of the response
team.
Q. Were you in a particular fixed position or were you
roving around the environment?
A. Once people are actually in the venue, then we generally
patrol round the concourse and go down for breaks. So
especially working with Medic 2, who’s more of
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also make us aware of when the show was starting, when
it was ending, and anything that would crop up during
the night, she’d let us know over the radio. Any
information from Whiskey Control was all passed through
Jade.
Q. Indeed, that night, did Jade Duxbury pass a message over
the radio that the Ariana Grande concert either had
finished or was drawing to a conclusion?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. Very shortly indeed after that message was passed, did
you hear an explosion?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. Followed straightaway by people running, crying,
screaming and panicking?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. Where were you at that stage?
A. I was with Liz at the time. I ’m unsure of my exact
position , but I believe I was either one or two fire
doors down around the corner in the arena bowl.
Q. So it seems as if you weren’t very far from the
City Room?
A. That’s right , sir .
Q. Normally, would you have been able to get to the
City Room very quickly indeed?
A. In a number of minutes, yes. Less than 2 minutes.
39
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a managerial figure, we were quite free−flowing
throughout the arena.
Q. On that night before you started your shift , were you
given a briefing ?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. Was that briefing given by Ian Parry?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. Was he Medic 1?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. Was anything at all out of the ordinary highlighted
during the course of that briefing ?
A. No, sir .
Q. Essentially , during the course of your shift until the
terrible events you’re going to tell us about, did
anything surprising , different or unusual happen?
A. No.
Q. Was a colleague of yours called Jade Duxbury based in
Whiskey Control?
A. Yes.
Q. What was her role there?
A. She would generally pass medical emergencies to us by
liaison with ShowSec. A lot of the time it was ShowSec
which would become aware of these emergencies first.
They’d radio it in to their control room, who then would
pass it to Jade, who would delegate it to us. She’d
38
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Q. I think because of people who were understandably
leaving the arena at speed, you were pushed against
a wall and it made it difficult for you to get to where
you wanted to?
A. Yes, that’s right .
Q. It also made it difficult for you to hear what was being
said over the radio?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. Did you know at that stage where the explosion you’d
heard had come from?
A. I heard it from a general direction , but I didn’t know
exactly where it was.
Q. So did you know in general terms it had come from the
area of the City Room?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. Did you have a sense at that stage, so in the minutes
after 22.31, of what had happened?
A. I had no idea. At that kind of venue there’s lots of
stuff that makes loud noises, we have pyrotechnics,
loudspeakers, lots of rigging equipment, and until I was
in amongst the patients it was only at that time it
occurred to me what had actually gone on.
Q. At that stage, as you’re a couple of minutes from the
City Room and pressed up against the wall, were you
asked by ShowSec staff to help and reassure people who
40
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were obviously shocked and panicking?
A. Yes, that’s correct .
Q. And did you spend a period of time doing that?
A. Yes, I spent a couple of minutes −− it probably wasn’t
a couple of minutes, it was more like a few seconds, it
seemed like a couple of minutes −− trying to assist
these people out of the venue. But it soon became
apparent that I needed to get to City Rooms and I could
no longer spend time, as I normally would, looking after
the customers.
Q. Although I think on your way to the City Room, and we’ll
deal with this at a very high level , you did take steps
to assist a casualty who was badly injured?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. And then you went into the City Room?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. As I am sure you will appreciate, we have footage from
within the City Room, both CCTV and once emergency
services arrived , from their body−worn cameras.
I assure you, we are not going to look at any of that.
But I can give some timings for the benefit of the
chairman as much as for you.
The first image we have of you in the City Room is
at 22.42.42, so 11 minutes after the explosion,
accounted for by the reassurance you were giving and
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injured inside the arena bowl or had they come back into
from the City Room? Do you happen to know?
A. I believe , from where they was, that they may have back
in from the City Room.
MR GREANEY: It must be the case that they’d come back in
from the City Room, sir, or been taken into that area
from the City Room.
Once you got into the City Room −− I really don’t
want to know what you saw −−
A. Yes, sir .
Q. −− sadly, we can probably imagine it, some experienced
it −− but was it obvious to you that there had been
a bomb?
A. It should have been. However, it wasn’t until
I specifically saw nuts and bolts, that was the point,
sir .
Q. I see. You were, I think, able to see what I will
describe as a scene of devastation?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. Did you very quickly after getting into the City Room
broadcast a radio message to your colleagues of ETUK,
asking them to have all trauma equipment brought to the
area?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. At that stage, did you summon your colleagues to the
43
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then the treatment of the casualty.
At 22.57 you are seen speaking to Paddy Ennis, who
is an advanced paramedic, as I think you probably know.
A. Yes, sir .
Q. That’s in fact a little

earlier than you remembered in

your witness statement.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Give me the time again.
MR GREANEY: The exact time, sir −− the first image we have
of Mr Billington is 22.42.42. The first image we have
of Mr Billington speaking to Mr Ennis is 22.57.59.
We see you with Mr Ennis and Mr Parry at 23.09.43
and with Mr Ennis again at 23.11.44.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Can I just... You heard this loud
noise, which was −− could have been anything.
A. Yes, sir .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: There are people rushing away and then
you find a casualty . Was that the first realisation you
had that someone had been injured or did you realise
that there had been injuries before you found the
casualty?
A. It was a good clue that I may find more injuries , but
I think I was still in shock at that time and I hadn’t
realised the gravity of the situation even then.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: The person who was injured, and I don’t
want to go into details , had she or he actually been
42
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City Room?
A. I don’t believe I asked for my colleagues, I asked for
the trauma equipment to be brought up. I can’t remember
specifically asking my colleagues to come up.
Q. In your witness statement, and I’m talking again about
your third and very detailed witness statement of
4 March of last year, you said:
”I didn’t tell the medics to come to the City Room
specifically as in the back of my mind, I was
considering the potential for secondary devices.”
Does that accurately record what you were thinking
at the time?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. From where do you think your understanding of the
possibility of such a secondary device had come?
A. From where might it come?
Q. Yes. One might not naturally on the occasion of a bomb
going off think that there might be secondary devices,
unless one knew about other occasions around the world
where such a thing had happened or had been given
instruction that this was a possible tactic of
a terrorist . From where had you derived your
understanding that such a possibility existed?
A. That would have been from my JESIP−related training with
North West Ambulance Service.
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Q. The JESIP training that you’d received by that point as
a result of the work that you were doing to qualify as
a paramedic?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. This is going to be difficult for people to hear what
we’re next going to deal with, but it ’s important that
you should explain why you said what you did, because
there is a good explanation for it .
Did you put a call out over the radio to say, ”This
is a major incident”?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. Did you say, ”Follow major incident protocol”?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. And to say, ”If people have no pulse, we can’t help;
treat catastrophic bleeding?”
A. That’s correct .
Q. Some might think that when you’re in that kind of
situation , you go to the first person you see and see if
you can help, whatever the nature of their injuries and
whatever their condition and yet you were saying: there
are some people that might be beyond help, treat
catastrophic bleeding?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. Why were you saying that?
A. As part of our major incident training with North West
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A. I wasn’t sure exactly what NWAS’s response would be or
who would turn up. But he turned up in his high−vis
jacket that made him obvious. I assumed he was incident
commander at that time and that he would be taking on
initial triage in the City Room on behalf of NWAS.
Q. Did you give him an initial handover?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. Telling him that there were many people dead and many
seriously injured?
A. Yes.
Q. Did he clarify that you were to do essentially , as you
had instructed others to do, not to administer CPR to
patients in cardiac arrest ?
A. That’s correct .
Q. And did you relay a message to that effect over the
radio?
A. I continued to enforce that message, sir , yes.

Ambulance Service, and the JESIP principles, patients
would be coming in a different order of priority .
Obviously, I didn’t want to start passing a full METHANE
report over a radio to people that wouldn’t understand
it , and I didn’t want to start explaining to them the
different order of priorities , so I just wanted to give
them simple instructions, and the major incident triage
process says that patients that are in cardiac arrest
with no pulse and no open airway are there to be
pronounced as dead at the time of a major incident.
Q. So essentially , were you following your instructions ?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. Did you then begin to triage people who were within that
room?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. And also, and we’re not going to go into any detail of
this , to provide treatment yourself?
A. Yes. I appreciate that we should be triaging first
without providing any treatment but I couldn’t just
stand there and not treat people.
Q. There came a time, I think, when you became aware that
Paddy Ennis, the advanced paramedic of NWAS, had entered
the room?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. What did you understand his role to be?
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I just

thought I would check with him, just in case I was
wrong, but he was very much of the same understanding
that I had already been, that we should carry on as
we are.
Q. And you then yourself carried on with the work that you
were doing within the City Room?
A. Yes.
Q. In your witness statement −− I’m at paragraph 36 −− you
47
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record your belief that members of the Fire and Rescue
Service turned up in the City Room at about that time
whilst you were treating patients , but I suspect you’re
now aware that that recollection is mistaken.
A. Yes. I remember a service coming in with a huge
response bag, full of bandages, I thought that was the
Fire Service. However, looking back at it, it may have
easily been the HART team or another organisation. It
could have even been the police.
Q. That’s a very sensible concession to make. As we know,
it most certainly was not any member of the Fire and
Rescue Service.
A. Yes, sir .
Q. During the course of the lengthy period you spent
in that room, did you become aware that you had run out
of stretchers ?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you instruct ETUK staff to use really whatever they
could find to make makeshift stretchers?
A. Yes, sir , I instructed everybody, families , police ,
anybody there that was able to carry a person to use
whatever they could to start getting patients to
ambulances if possible .
Q. I think also you had stuffed your pockets with bandages
and airways?
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A. Yes, sir .
Q. And you were handing those things out to people as and
when they were needed?
A. Yes.

If patients were able to put them on themselves or

was with family that was able to administer the
treatment for them, it just meant that I could get round
patients faster with more bandages rather than me
delaying to put a bandage on. Unless I saw an injury
that was that catastrophic that I needed to deal with it
personally , I tried to get other people to treat
patients .
Q. Putting it in very simple terms, you stayed in that room
for a long time?
A. As long as I could, sir , yes: until , I believe , all the
patients , all the majority of the patients that were
still alive were downstairs, near the casualty clearing
area.
Q. In the result , it wasn’t until 4 o’clock in the morning
that, having spoken to Ian Parry and Liz Woodcock, your
colleagues , and had a cup of tea, that you went home?
A. That’s correct , sir , yes.
Q. What you say in your witness statement is, paragraph 47:
”I believe that the personal training that I had
from university and Ambulance Service placements before
the incident provided me with adequate skills to cope
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distress than is absolutely necessary and no doubt −−
have you finished dealing with what actually happened?
MR GREANEY: I have nearly finished, sir. There’s one other
topic I was going to deal with, which is connected.
It ’s to remind you of something else you said in
your statement. You went on to say:
”Other ETUK staff didn’t have sufficient training to
cope.”
Does that remain your view?
A. Yes, sir .

I don’t believe a First Aid at Work course,

which is geared to help me treat my colleague that’s cut
their finger at their desk, was anywhere near as much
training as somebody should receive who is going to go
on to deal with a major incident.
MR GREANEY: Those are my questions, sir.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: The triage process includes doing what
you can in the order of severity , as it were, for those
people −−
A. Yes, sir .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: −− where you can do something? Also,
the triage process indicates which people need to be got
out and got to an ambulance and a hospital as quickly as
possible , so in which order?
A. Yes, sir .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: And we’ve heard how the triage system
51
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with the situation .”
Do you still feel that way?
A. Yes, sir .

I feel that I was able to deal with the

situation as an individual first aider or medic or
whatever term you wish to use. However, I don’t feel
I was trained enough to be clinical lead in that
situation . A paramedic should have been clinical lead
for that event or a doctor.
Q. Were there enough people in that City Room helping who
were trained to help?
A. In terms of first aid staff , there were several . The
more people there, the better, obviously. But I don’t
feel like there was enough staff there to help or
equipment.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Is it to do with training or is it to do
with numbers of people or a combination of the two
maybe?
A. I think it ’s a combination of the two. Obviously if
we’ve got two doctors or two paramedics in that room,
we can definitely offer patients more advanced
interventions than I could offer and more members of
staff to more patients would ultimately result in
hopefully better outcomes.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: I just want to ask a couple more
questions.

I obviously don’t want to cause any more
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works and worked when people were down at the casualty
clearing centre downstairs, so they were actually given
labels , numbers. Were you able to do anything like
that? Presumably not.
A. No, sir , we didn’t have any major incident packs with
numbers available to us.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Were you able to indicate to anybody,
these are the people who need to be got out first, these
are the priorities ?
A. Yes, initially anybody that was able to walk I asked to
leave themselves, by shouting, asking them to go
downstairs. Anybody that people was able to assist to
leave that was great and I asked them to go downstairs
as well . Then it was −− the patients which were
priority 1 patients with the more substantial injuries
would be prioritised for a stretcher where possible.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: And you were saying, this is
(overspeaking) you may not have used the words
priority 1, but you were saying these are the ones that
need to be got out first ?
A. Yes, this person needs to go now, yes, sir .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: The trauma bags which you sent for, did
they arrive ?
A. Yes, sir . My personal bag arrived, which was brought up
quite early , soon after I ’d met my initial patient on
52
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the way to City Rooms. And it was a really good job
I had that bag with me because I didn’t see the other
bag for the rest of the evening.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: So this is the bag with the tourniquets
in it , is it ?
A. Yes, sir .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: You weren’t carrying it at the time you
went there originally ?
A. No, it ’s too much of a big bag to carry round the arena
and within the company there was quite a lot of
hostility about people carrying too much medical
equipment. It didn’t −−
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: We don’t perhaps need to look into that
issue . You managed to get it fairly quickly to you,
someone brought it to you?
A. Within minutes, yes.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: And you used both the tourniquets you
had?
A. I believe so, sir , yes.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Did you use other things which you made
into tourniquets, as it were?
A. We were instructing the police to use their belts where
possible . Whatever we could find, we were using.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Okay. And the trauma bags, did they
contain tourniquets? You said to bring all the trauma
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SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Is that enough for you?
A. Yes, sir .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: We’ll have a quarter of an hour break.
(10.52 am)
(A short break)
(11.10 am)
MR GREANEY: Mr Billington, just before I invite others to
ask their questions, there’s one thing we need to
correct . You have thought a little bit more about it
and you have realised you were 19 at the time; is that
correct?
A. I think I was actually 20, sir . My...
Q. So there was nothing to correct?
A. Yes, that’s correct .
MR GREANEY: North West Fire Control indicated that they
might have questions, but that was just to deal with
a timing issue which I think has been put right. Unless
Mr Smith appears on the screen, I’ll presume that his
issue has been dealt with.
In the same way, Ms Roberts indicated that she might
have −− there is Mr Smith.
MR SMITH: I’m afraid I jumped the queue, Mr Greaney, and
I was going to say, no, we have no questions, thank you
very much.
MR GREANEY: Thank you very much, Mr Smith.
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bags.
A. So we had −− I was aware that there was two tourniquets
in the cupboard in the first aid room, which the staff
down there may have used, but I wasn’t aware that there
was any in the trauma bags.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: So actually in the building are your two
personal ones?
A. Yes.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: And two others that you think were
there, but may not have been used?
A. That’s correct .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: And otherwise, people were using
improvised tourniquets under your direction?
A. Yes, sir .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: And you obviously appear to have taken
complete control of the situation when there was really
no one else who was capable of doing that?
A. Yes, sir .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Okay, thank you.
MR GREANEY: How old were you on 22 May?
A. Oh gosh... I would have been 20.
MR GREANEY: Sir, this would be a convenient moment for
a break.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Okay.
MR GREANEY: Perhaps we could return at around five past.
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It may be the same position so far as Ms Roberts on
behalf of NWAS is concerned. There were some timing
issues that she was understandably keen to establish.
I hope I have dealt with those.
MS ROBERTS: You have. Thank you very much and I have no
questions.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Thank you very much.
MR GREANEY: Therefore I’ll turn to invite Mr Atkinson to
ask his questions on behalf of the families .
Questions from MR ATKINSON
MR ATKINSON: Mr Billington, can I reassure you at once that
I won’t be very long and that nothing I’m going to ask
you is either intended to distress you, because that
which would distress you would, as you understand,
distress the families , or in any way to criticise you.
Quite the contrary.
A. Yes, sir .
Q. To understand the training position, just a little bit
more, would it be fair to say that amongst your
colleagues , insofar as you were aware of their training ,
the First Aid at Work qualification was the most common
among them?
A. Yes, sir , that’s correct .
Q. Is that a qualification you yourself have ever
undertaken?
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A. I ’ve had no requirement to undertake that qualification,
sir .
Q. And at the time when you worked for the St John’s
Ambulance, what qualification or training had you had
then?
A. Their training course is slightly different .
very internal .

It ’s all

It ’s probably similar to the First Aid

at Work qualification, but it ’s over different periods
of time and different members of staff have got
different qualifications . But all theirs is internal .
I don’t think they have any nationally recognised
certificates .
Q. Right. You, at the time that you were then working for
ETUK, were in the process of qualifying as
a paramedic −−
A. Yes.
Q. −− and going through that qualification process? Also
the IHCD −−
A. Yes.
Q. −− is that separate from your paramedic −−
A. Yes, sir , completely. I ’d done the IHCD course prior to
joining my paramedic course.
Q. Was that training you did with Manone Medical?
A. Yes.
Q. So that was a week−long course?
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comprehensive as an IHCD, were they?
A. No, sir . They’re designed for if you cut your finger
in the workplace, so your colleague can come and assist
you with a plaster . That’s as in−depth as that course
gets really .

It ’s about assisting colleagues .

Q. Just in relation to skills that someone in your position
should have, I wonder if we could have on screen,
please, {INQ011405/6}, Mr Lopez. It’s the bottom half
of that page, headed ”First aider”.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Just remind us what the document is.
MR ATKINSON: To explain to you, Mr Billington, this is part
of a tender document sent out by the operators of the
arena in relation to what they wanted their medical team
to have.
A. Yes.
Q. And it’s just −− I’m not saying it’s a document you
would have been given at any point, but just to see,
using this as almost a tick list , which of these you
would or would not have had. And, more particularly,
which of these someone who’d done the First Aid at Work
course, from your understanding of it, would or would
not have had. Do you understand?
A. Yes.
Q. Clearly , ”Being a first point of contact with
a casualty” would apply to anyone who’d done any
59
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A. Yes, sir .
Q. And was that a requirement of working for Manone Medical
that you had to do that?
A. I never worked for that company. They were just
offering training courses. They offered different
things from First Aid at Work to the slightly more
advanced qualification that I had, and I certainly
wanted a more in−depth, intense course to then go on to
events.

I don’t feel the First Aid at Work course,

although I did look at the syllabus , was anywhere near
enough what I’d need for what I’d be doing.
Q. When your attention was directed by others to ETUK as
a potential company to work for, did they provide you
with any job specification as to what training they
expected their employees to have?
A. I believe there would have been, although I can’t
remember it specifically . But as far as I ’m aware, most
first aiders for them were the First Aid at Work level.
I believe there was two separate first aid courses to my
knowledge: there’s Emergency First Aid at Work, which is
a one−day, then a full First Aid at Work, which
I believe might be 2 days. But I believe that the
first aiders there were either Emergency First Aid at
Work or the normal First Aid at Work course.
Q. And neither of those courses were as in−depth or as
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first aid at all ?
A. Yes.
Q. ” Initial management of airway, breathing, circulation
and the control of bleeding.”
If we split those up, perhaps.
A. Yes.
Q. Managing airways and breathing, is that something that a
First Aid at Work course would cover?
A. In a sense it would. I believe they’d be taught how to
open an airway via head tilt /chin lift and then maybe
assist breathing using the face mask ventilator at the
time and then circulation , do CPR, they’re aware of
that, and control of bleeding, yes, a normal First Aid
at Work would cover that.
Q. And certainly your IHCD would have done?
A. Yes.
Q. Basic life support. Again, would that be covered by
a First Aid at Work course?
A. In my view, basic life support involves defibrillation ,
CPR and using a bag−valve−mask ventilator. I am trained
to do that. However, I do not believe first aiders
would be able to use a BVM ventilation device.
Q. Just based on your experience of working with people at
places like the arena for ETUK, with no criticism of
them, was that the kind of thing that you understood
60
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them to know about sufficiently to do it or not?
A. I wouldn’t have expected them to be able to provide
basic life support beyond AED and CPR and mouth−to−mouth
ventilations .
Q. ”Basic diagnosis of conditions and treatment.”
Was the diagnosing of people’s conditions something
that a first aider would do or would that be something
they would pass on to somebody else?
A. Diagnosis is a broad word −−
Q. It is .
A. −− and potentially incorrect in this sense.

I believe

that first aiders , even paramedics, are technically not
meant to diagnose as such, you’re meant to have an
impression of what’s going on, so I believe first aiders
would be able to get an impression of what’s going on to
a certain level , but as you increase your knowledge from
first aid to paramedic to doctor, the higher up you go,
the better your diagnosis would be.
Q. The next one deals with stabilising someone and
transporting them and providing care whilst someone else
is also involved. We can see the next one talks about
assisting an EMT or a paramedic. But if I could have
your help one bullet up from the bottom:
”Assisting the duty major incident medical manager
in triage , treatment and the rapid mobilisation of the
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wasn’t there, then there would be no way they’d be able
to assist a structure that’s alien to them.
Q. Whilst this talks about them being able to assist the
duty major incident medical manager in that task, which
presupposes that there will be someone there to give
them instruction −−
A. Yes.
Q. −− for it to work properly, they need to have a basic
level of knowledge of the triage process so they can put
that into −− so someone can say to them, ”This is what
we need to do”, and they know what they’re talking about
rather than at that critical moment having a tuition
session in how to do it?
A. That’s correct , yes.
Q. In relation to this bullet as well , in terms of the
rapid mobilisation of the medical emergency plan, they
would need to know what that plan was, wouldn’t they −−
A. Yes.
Q. −− before they could hope to mobilise?
A. Yes.
Q. And the document that you have actually now been handed
in hard copy you think was on the wall of the first aid
room?
A. Yes.
Q. But not something you were given?
63
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medical emergency plan.”
Do we understand from what you’ve already said that
you would not expect someone who had the First Aid at
Work qualification to have been trained in triage?
A. That’s correct .
Q. And that would involve both understanding how the triage
process works?
A. Yes.
Q. If you’re triaging , what you do and do not do
in relation to individuals ?
A. Yes.
Q. And also, to the extent that you are doing it in
relation to airways and catastrophic bleeding, how you
do that?
A. That’s correct .
Q. For them to be able to assist in relation to a major
incident through triage, they would need to understand
how to do it, wouldn’t they?
A. They did need to have an awareness and I believed that
they hadn’t been given any formal training at that point
and they wouldn’t have an awareness of what to do. On
the night, individuals were amazing in being able to do
actions that I asked them to do. The team work was
brilliant in supporting myself and listening to my
actions, but autonomously, if I wasn’t there or Mr Parry
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A. I definitely was not given the document.
Q. Not something you were talked through?
A. That’s correct .
Q. And not something you were exercised in?
A. That’s correct .
Q. No doubt as part of your paramedic training, you have
had role−playing exercises to test things?
A. Yes.
Q. Working with other people and doing it?
A. Yes.
Q. As near to the real as it can be, and we understand that
particularly in relation to a major incident it can only
be a test?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. But that is a lot more in terms of getting it into your
head so you know what to do when it happens than it
being on a wall?
A. That’s correct .
Q. Thank you. That can come down, Mr Lopez.
Do we understand that one of the things that
attracted you to ETUK was your understanding that
it would provide you with further training?
A. Yes, sir .

I believed that there would be training

opportunities for me within the company.
Q. But that didn’t materialise ?
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A. That wasn’t true.
Q. And indeed, do we understand from what you said that
a degree of the training that you had within an ETUK
context while you were working for them was actually
training that you had organised yourself for your
colleagues?
A. Training that I ’d delivered on −− more like interest
lessons to make them aware what different things were
and how to assist people that were trained to use it ,
but that was really it .
Q. Did you actually know what training your colleagues had
had?
A. Only through working with them and having conversations
with them. We all wear green, we all wear the same
uniform. Unlike the Ambulance Service we don’t have
epaulettes on our shoulders with each individual ’s
specific rank.

It certainly wasn’t on lanyards so

sometimes there was definitely a confusion about who is
in charge here, who is the most medically trained.
There certainly wasn’t, in my view, a good clinical
governance structure, and if I had a problem, I didn’t
have anybody to escalate to, apart from the
Ambulance Service. So in regards to their training , it
was all what I’d been told by them, which was mainly
First Aid at Work.
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SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Thank you.
MR ATKINSON: In terms of the particular scenarios that
Mr Greaney asked you about, a marauding terrorist
firearms attack, do we understand that you had received
training in relation to that as part of your paramedic
training ?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. But not from ETUK?
A. That’s correct .
Q. Although it seemed to you that a venue like the
Manchester Arena was, sadly, the kind of venue where
something like that could happen?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. Had the arena itself provided any training for you and
your colleagues in relation to that kind of incident?
A. I don’t recall any training as such.
Q. The document that was put up on screen −− and if
it would help you to see it , you must say so,
Mr Billington −− the document that was produced by ETUK
for staff guidance for times of emergency in relation to
a marauding attack −− sir, for your note, that is
{INQ024429/1}.
The basic thrust of that was to tell people in your
position to get out of the way and hide, wasn’t it?
A. I believe so, to go to a place of safety and hide.
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Q. Again, if you’re in a situation where you’re needing to
work as a team, it’s important that you know that the
people you’re working with know what they’re doing?
A. Absolutely.
Q. Rather than it having to be you instructing them
constantly as to what to do?
A. Yes, that’s correct .
Q. If you’ve all had training together, if you’ve all
rehearsed scenarios together, then you would have that
confidence that they knew what you knew?
A. Yes, that would be ideal, yes.
Q. But that hadn’t happened?
A. No, sir .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: On the particular night, you were teamed
with Medic 2, who you’d worked with before?
A. Yes, Liz Woodcock.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Did you know the level of training she’d
had?
A. I believe she was a first aider , I ’m unsure as to what
courses she’d done. I just believed that she was
a first aider .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Thank you.
MR ATKINSON: I think, sir, for your information, we’ll hear
that she had trained in First Aid at Work 4 years before
the incident .
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Q. If you could, go to a room and lock yourself in?
A. Yes.
Q. On the night, 22 May, no one at any point told you that
this was that kind of incident , did they?
A. No.
Q. Or that you should go and lock yourself in a room?
A. We received a message, I believe over the radio, however
I was busy with other things, so I may have not recalled
the full message, asking us to leave the City Room
shortly after the bomb went off or stay away from that
area. But there was nothing as such to say, ”You need
to go to a place of safety”.
Q. Do you recall whether that was a radio message from
someone at ETUK or from someone at the arena?
A. I believe it may have been from Jade, our controller,
but I can’t be 100% sure.
Q. Because again, under the ETUK major incident plan, the
one that was on the wall, the guidance there following
an explosion was that you shouldn’t go into the area
where the explosion had happened −−
A. That’s correct .
Q. −− until it had been declared safe by the Fire Brigade?
A. That’s correct .
Q. Did you know that at the time?
A. I was aware that the policy was to go to a place of
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safety and wait for it to be declared safe . But how
long are we going to wait for that declaration and who’s
going to make it? We don’t have that kind of time.
Q. Did anyone tell you that it was safe for you to go in?
A. No, sir .
Q. Again, I’m not going any more than anyone else has to go
through the major emergency plan with you, but were you
told of a rendezvous point where you should all go?
A. We weren’t specifically told on the night.

I have it in

my mind that the emergency point of safety is the
first aid room downstairs, if able to get to it . But on
the night, we weren’t given a specific point to go to.
Q. Under the medical incident plan there’s Medic 2 who’s
meant to congregate all the medical team together.
A. Sure.
Q. And then presumably to direct where they go and what
they do thereafter?
A. Yes.
Q. Did anything like that happen?
A. Medic 2 was too involved with treatment of patients to
be able to facilitate anything like that.
Q. Medic 1 is required under the plan to set up a command
and control point, so somewhere to direct the operation
from. Were you aware of there being a point of command?
A. No, sir .
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A. As far as I am aware.
Q. Were you aware of anyone else at ETUK having that
qualification ?
A. No.
Q. You mentioned earlier that there were times, events at
the arena, when he would not be there.
A. That’s correct .
Q. Who would be in charge when he wasn’t there, can you
remember, or did it vary?
A. It varied . Generally, next in command was Liz Woodcock,
she was quite managerial, so she may take over as
Medic 1. Then somebody else would step up to be
Medic 2.
Q. But she didn’t have a MIMMS qualification, did she?
A. I ’m not aware that she did.
Q. How often was he not there at events? Was it every
other one or ...

Help us.

A. Prior to the incident , he was there a lot of the time.
There was a lot going on personally, which meant that he
couldn’t be there on some occasions, but prior to the
incident , I ’d say the majority of the time he was there.
After the incident , I think Mr Parry, for his own
reasons, kept away from the arena.
Q. We don’t need to go into that. That’s helpful,
thank you. But there were events when he was not
71
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Q. Also to liaise with the Ambulance Service. Were you
aware of a formal contact between those of you who were
at the arena and the Ambulance Service before Mr Ennis
arrived?
A. I wasn’t aware that we had any contact with the
Ambulance Service prior to Mr Ennis.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: I think Mr Ennis was the first one to
arrive , so quite difficult to have contact except over
a radio , I suppose. Is that what you’re talking about?
MR ATKINSON: Yes. Certainly the plan envisages contact
with the emergency services from the start.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Contact handover. We’ll look at the
details of it , but it may not matter. We all know that
this emergency plan was not put into operation on the
night.
MR ATKINSON: Mr Parry −− in that period after the bomb went
off , where was he?
A. I am unsure. I believe he came to the City Room at some
point. At what point it was, I ’m not sure exactly.
Q. To what extent did you get direction from him?
A. I didn’t receive any direction from Mr Parry. I gave
out any direction , clinically , for that night.
Q. Just while I ’m on him, we know that he had a MIMMS
qualification , which qualified him for dealing with
emergency incidents, didn’t it ?
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there −−
A. Yes.
Q. −− before this?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. Finally I think, just very briefly in relation to the
triage process, and so that we understand the
instruction that you communicated to your colleagues
over the radio.

First , you gave those instructions

first in relation to fetching the trauma equipment and
then as to the process they should adopt in relation to
people because no one else had?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. And it was important that they knew in relation to what
they should do?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. So effectively , over the radio, you were training your
colleagues in triage?
A. Yes. Some face to face, some would approach me briefly
and I’d reiterate my instructions, but a lot of it was
over the radio.

I do remember passing the same message

several times.
Q. You’ve already been asked about, and I anticipate will
be asked a little more, about the instruction, if
someone is not breathing, to move on −−
A. Yes.
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Q. −− to the next person. Do we understand that’s part of
the training you’d received in relation to triage ,
you have to focus on the people who can be helped?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. And where their airway is obstructed, where there’s
catastrophic bleeding, deal with those and then you move
on to the next person?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. In relation to that category of people who were not
breathing, would it be fair to say that you would check
each person?
A. Individually .
Q. Even if they were covered over?
A. Yes, that’s correct .
Q. Because one can understand that others, with the best of
intentions , could have covered somebody, but you would
check?
A. That’s correct , sir .
Q. Mr Billington, I started by saying that I was not
seeking to criticise you in any way. Can I go further
than that, and on behalf of the families , can
I thank you for remarkable things when you were 19 or
20. Thank you very much.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: I think we’ll take his word that he’s
20, shall we? He knows best.
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we’d have a lot of patients , especially intoxicated , and
we don’t have enough room to treat them all. It’s not
ethical to treat them on the corridor, it ’s not private ,
it ’s not confidential . So a lot of it was down to
space. Equally, we only had two beds in that room, so
if we had more than two patients that required to be on
a stretcher , we had nowhere to put them, and like I say,
I ’m really hesitant about allowing staff to put patients
in a corridor .
Q. Were there a number, it seems from your answer there
were, a number of occasions when there were too many
patients to be treated at one time in that room?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. When that happened, were they, what, put in the
corridor , dealt with in the corridor ?
A. Within the company, if you were taking a patient to the
first aid room, you almost had to ask permission at
times and you’d get questioned and doubly questioned.
But at the end of the day, I am the clinician , it is my
patient , and if I need somewhere confidential and quiet
to go, I will take them to the first aid room. But
there was a lot of challenge surrounding that and
I believe it was because it was too small.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: From whom did the challenge come?
A. Medic 1 or Medic 2.
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MR GREANEY: Mr Cooper has some questions.
Questions from MR COOPER
MR COOPER: Just a few questions on behalf of some of the
families , if I can.
The uniforms that you were wearing, was there any
concern that they may look very similar to the NWAS
uniforms and there would perhaps be confusion between
who was who?
A. No, sir . NWAS is a very darker green with their logo,
NHS, and their badges. Ours are quite less formal,
lighter green, polo shirts .
Q. Thank you. The first aid room in the arena, you were
familiar with it , were you?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. And we have seen pictures of it and we’ve heard evidence
about it .

It was a relatively small room, wasn’t it,

for what it served?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. Would you agree −− and I emphasise as well as all have
done, this is not a criticism of you, far from it . But
would you agree that perhaps for this sort of facility
it was supposed to serve, it was too small?
A. It was inadequate, sir , yes.
Q. And in what way would you say it was inadequate?
A. It wasn’t big enough. Some nights, apart from this one,
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SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: So ETUK?
A. Yes, that’s correct .
MR COOPER: And Medic 1 would often have been Mr Parry?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. And the challenge would have been on the basis that the
first aid room simply couldn’t take the strain?
A. Potentially . The other side of it is he might want them
treating on the concourse and then putting into a taxi
and sent home, which I’m not a fan of. I prefer to do
a more thorough in−depth patient assessment with a full
set of observations. Even if a patient just has a cut
or a graze, I ’m not a fan of bandaging them up and
sending them home. I have a lot of paperwork to do and
a lot of justification and you need to make sure these
patients are treated properly and thoroughly. So a lot
of the time I would insist to go to the first aid room
to do that.
Q. And in terms of the provision in the first aid room, we
have spoken about space, what about in terms of the
provision in the first aid room of equipment or bandages
or medication? Was that adequate or not adequate?
A. For the level of skill that was there, which was
first aiders , I ’d say there was enough first aid
equipment for a first aid room as such. But for
a medical room where clinicians might be working,
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paramedics, doctors, et cetera, there wasn’t enough
adequate equipment for a paramedic or a doctor at that
event.
Q. Thank you. Were you aware that Mr Parry drove around in
a car ambulance?
A. Yes, sir , that’s his company car.
Q. And do you know, and please don’t speculate if you don’t
know, what sort of provisions were provided in that
vehicle , medical provisions?
A. As I am aware, it was to his scope of practice as an
EMT, so maybe slightly more advanced equipment than what
was in the first aid room. He would often bring that
car and park it outside. There was some equipment in
there, but I and other staff that don’t drive that
vehicle are definitely not familiar with what was in the
boot or how to access it if we needed it.
Q. I understand. Was that car effectively Mr Parry’s
private car for private use?
A. I know he used it for all of his events and he used it
to attend the arena. I ’m not sure as to what he did in
his personal time with the vehicle .
Q. Another matter that you have touched on in your evidence
concerning the City Room, and again not a criticism of
you, again quite the contrary, but you indicated that it
was not considered or you were told it wasn’t your
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A. Yes, sir , that’s correct .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: And that’s who you answered to?
A. Yes.
MR COOPER: This may or may not be for you, but I’ll ask it.
From what you know of your work with ETUK, for people
like yourselves to have covered the City Room, would
that have cost more money, would that have been more
money perhaps that SMG would have had to pay ETUK for
that provision?
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Hang on. I just want to make sure −−
obviously a lot of us can use common sense and we can do
that for ourselves . Do you have any knowledge, apart
from common sense, about the financial implications of
you also covering the City Room?
A. No, sir .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: We’ll just use our own common sense.
MR COOPER: Forgive me if I’m going too far, but...
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: No, no.
MR COOPER: I just want to go on to perhaps a more sensitive
question and then that’s it . Mr Atkinson touched upon
it when it comes to −− I have spoken to the families
about this, they know I’m asking these questions −− when
it comes to deciding whether a person has sadly passed
away −−
A. Yes.
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responsibility in relation to providing emergency
medical treatment. Let me be clear, if I can, on this :
who was it that was giving their directive , where did
that directive come from?
A. It would have come greatly from Mr Parry.
Q. Did he tell you why it was considered by ETUK that the
City Room was not ETUK’s responsibility?
A. As far as I ’m aware, it was an agreement on behalf of
Manchester Arena. I’m unsure as to −− there was
questions surrounding insurance outside the venue and
there was questions surrounding is it the jurisdiction
of the railway staff , their first aiders , to deal with
people. But as far as I was concerned, a patient is
a patient , regardless of what side of the door
somebody’s on, and we’ve got a duty of care, whether
you’re a first aider , a technician, a paramedic, to go
out and treat them people.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Obviously your view is the right one.
Do you remember who you got this information from?
A. I believe it was from Mr Parry.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Okay. From what we’ve heard −− forgive
me, Mr Cooper −− you really didn’t deal with anyone from
SMG or people who were running the arena, you just
really were your own little unit and you got your
instructions from Mr Parry?
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Q. −− and it’s time for urgently needed medical provision
to be provided to others.
A. Yes, sir .
Q. I ’m not talking, obviously, about those very sadly that
have catastrophic injuries .

I ’m asking you questions

about those that may not appear so, but their pulse has
stopped. Who takes the pulse? Who makes that decision?
A. It is the person either triaging or assessing the
casualty at the time.
Q. And that would depend upon, purely by chance, as to
their experience and qualifications under pressure, for
want of a better expression?
A. I believe everybody is trained , even first aiders , to
identify a cardiac arrest .

It ’s a simple case of

a patient isn ’ t breathing. So they in that situation
would be able to identify that the patient has stopped
breathing.
Q. Are you aware, and I ask from a perspective of one of my
own clients, are you aware that the risk was, and it did
happen, that people were considered dead, actually
covered up, who were actually alive at the time?
A. I believe that’s the case, sir , yes. However, I’m
unsure as to who would have covered them up because
I gave no instruction for anybody to be covered up.
Q. The inquiry, if they don’t recall it now, it will be
80
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clarified later as to which particular family I ’m asking
you about. I won’t mention it now. Would that have
been a mistake then if an individual was prematurely
considered deceased and covered up?
A. Absolutely, sir .
Q. That shouldn’t have happened, should it?
A. No. No, sir .
Q. So there’s a risk if that did happen that −− and let me
emphasise, sadly the individual did die in the end −−
but there’s a risk if that happened that mistakes could
have been made in terms of considering whether the pulse
was there or not and then depriving them of treatment?
A. Yes, sir .
Q. Is there perhaps, from your experience, a better way
perhaps to decide, in extremis, I understand, as to
whether someone has died to avoid that mistake?
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: I’m just going to −− obviously that’s
a matter of expertise and I’m not denying your
expertise . Do you feel competent to give that sort of
evidence?
A. I can give it you to my knowledge.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Yes, do that. We’ll understand the
restriction on that.
A. So North West Ambulance Service’s general joint
emergency services, the JESIP plans, say that if
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A. Yes, sir . However, the triage sieve says that if they
are not breathing and they are in a major incident, they
are dead.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Mr Cooper, stop for a moment. They’re
perfectly valid and good questions. I’m not sure the
witness can go beyond what the NWAS guidance is.
Certainly you should have the opportunity of asking
those questions of someone who has more authoritative
answers −−
MR COOPER: Thank you, sir. Mr Greaney will know, I spoke
to him at the short adjournment, and told him in was
intending to deal with this because I am trying to be as
sensitive as possible .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Thank you for doing that and I hope I’m
not giving you contradictory advice.
MR COOPER: You’re not, sir. It may well be subject to any
submissions −− submissions and recommendations −− we may
make as to the process, which is a matter for you,
of course.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: And there will be people with the
necessary expertise for you to ask and your families to
get the answers to those questions.
MR COOPER: Thank you. It just remains then for me to say
to you on behalf of the families , who have particularly
asked me to say this, that they are grateful for the
83
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a patient has got a catastrophic bleed they are
a priority 1 patient .

If a patient is in cardiac arrest

with no pulse and not breathing, they are deceased. So
the best way is probably to look at the breathing and
see if the patient is breathing, and if they are not
breathing then they are deceased.
MR COOPER: I’ll follow that up with a question that
I know −− I can hear it now in the words of my own
clients −− they’ll want me to ask you. What if −− for
instance, is there any way of learning what if that
person simply stopped breathing minutes or seconds
earlier and was capable perhaps of resuscitation? How
can that be ruled out in that scenario?
A. If seconds earlier the patient was breathing, they would
be a priority 1 patient .

If the patient then stops

breathing and then as part of the major incident
protocols on the triage sieve a patient that is not
breathing is then dead.
Q. What if someone, either like yourself performing heroic
duties , as others were, came upon such a person for the
first time and they’re not breathing? Is there not
a risk that person could have stopped breathing a minute
or even 30 seconds beforehand and you and your
colleagues not know it and simply they be pronounced
dead?
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work you did, the heroic work you did, and you should be
very proud of yourself .
A. Yes, sir , thank you.
MR GREANEY: Sir, we would echo those remarks.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Let me say something too, it’s totally
appropriate that I do: first of all , your university and
NWAS are to be congratulated, it seems to me, on the
training they gave you, which enabled you to deal with
what happened that night so competently and well, but
you are also obviously to be congratulated on having the
coolness to put that training −− coolness may be the
wrong word −− the ability to put that training into
practice and not only do it yourself but also to direct
others who didn’t have the training, to direct them on
what they should be doing in those circumstances.
There were a number of heroes on that night, but
I think you certainly qualify to be one of them. So
thank you very much for what you did.
MR GREANEY: Sir, would you rise literally for 90 seconds?
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: When you say literally, do you actually
mean literally ?
MR GREANEY: I do, yes.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Okay. 90 seconds. Thank you.
(Pause)
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Mr Greaney, that was not literally
84
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90 seconds, it was actually 30!
MR GREANEY: Sir, I’m glad that I’ve done even better than
I thought I would.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: No, you were inaccurate. Anyway,
thank you.
MR GREANEY: That’s another way of looking at it.
We are going to return to the evidence of Mr Giladi
at, or very shortly after , midday. As you will recall ,
he gave evidence answering the questions of counsel to
the inquiry on 30 March. And to give a very brief
recap −− and this is my summary, no one else’s −−
he was, until his retirement on 31 December 2017, the
superintendent with responsibility for the specialist
operations branch of GMP and he had responsibility
in that role for the Operation Plato policy of his
force .
During the course of his evidence, he agreed with
evidence that had been given by Inspector Lear about the
damaging impact of cuts within the firearms department.
He agreed too that it would have been better if there
had been consistency of GMP personnel at the
Greater Manchester Resilience Forum and also if there
had been attendance at a higher level.
He had, he explained, had no involvement in Exercise
Winchester Accord, but he was involved, however, in the
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has asked me to deal with one issue before the questions
of the core participants and, in fact , I should say that
Mr Horwell had raised it with me previously, indeed
before 30 March. Could we have on the screen, please,
Mr Giladi’s second statement? It’s {INQ040922/1}.
Mr Lopez, don’t put it on the screen until you have the
page.
{INQ040922/22}. We need to look at paragraph 99,
please.
As we can all read for ourselves :
”I cannot now recall what further steps were taken
with the document.”
He’s talking about the Whittle plan:
”I retired on New Year’s Eve 2017 and was on leave
for a substantial period running up to that date due to
the amount of rest days I was owed. I would have been
present at any further FPG [that’s firearms policy
group] meetings.”
Sir , there is a typo in that paragraph. It ’s
missing a word. It should read:
”I would not have been present at any further FPG
meetings.”
And Mr Horwell and Mr Mansell, for perfectly
understandable and good reason, were concerned that the
questions of core participants not be advanced on
87
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JESIP user group that emerged out of that exercise. He
had been tasked by Assistant Chief Constable Hankinson
with preparing SOP 47, version 5, for the purpose of the
visit of HMICFRS, in other words the Inspectorate, and
he accepted that during the course of preparing that
policy , which, as we’ ll all recall , dealt with
Operation Plato, he did not consider the issue of the
overloading of the FDO, the force duty officer .
He was tasked, he explained, with generating what
became the Whittle plan, as we have described it, so
a further plan on Operation Plato. He had been given
that task on 28 March 2017. He was chased, my word, on
29 April 2017 by even more senior officers , and he
delegated the task of preparing what became the Whittle
plan to Inspector Lear.
It was his view that the Whittle plan, that’s to say
the plan of 4 May 2017, which was provided to FDOs and
others on, I think, 12 May of that year, he did not
consider that that plan was the approved GMP
Operation Plato policy as of 22 May 2017, but he
accepted that the situation was capable of being
confusing for FDOs.
As I have indicated, that’s my summary, which I hope
will be helpful to people.
Finally , before we take that short break, Mr Mansell
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a false basis . So I hope that’s now clear.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Thank you.
MR GREANEY: Could we have a break of 10 or 15 minutes and
then we will have the questions of core participants of
Mr Giladi?
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Is 10 minutes all right?
MR GREANEY: 10 minutes is fine.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Five past then, thank you very much.
(11.55 am)
(A short break)
(12.15 pm)
MR LEOR GILADI (continued)
MR GREANEY: Sir, thank you. I have no further questions
for Mr Giladi.
I have told him that we’ve made the correction to
his second witness statement. A number of core
participants have indicated via the Rule 10 process that
they wish to ask questions.

I don’t know whether they

will all wish to do so now.
Mr Davies who represents Mr Dexter and Mr Sexton had
indicated that he didn’t .

I would give him a few

seconds to make sure that remains the position. He
doesn’t need to appear if he doesn’t have questions.
It ’s Mr Wood. Good afternoon, Mr Wood.
MR WOOD: Thank you for the courtesy. We don’t have any
88
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questions, thank you.
MR GREANEY: Thank you very much indeed, that is very
helpful .
Next I will call upon Mr Warnock on behalf of GMCA
and ask him or his team whether they have questions.
Ms Johnson, I’m very sorry, I hadn’t known it was you.
Do you have questions?
Questions from MS JOHNSON
MS JOHNSON: I do, just one issue.
Mr Giladi, the one issue I wanted to ask you about
is the planning and preparation for the JOPs commander
training that took place in January and February 2017.
We know that Mr Fletcher emailed you on 13 May 2016,
following Winchester Accord, suggesting that you meet
with him and Joe Barrett of NWAS to discuss a one−day
commander training course. We looked in some detail at
the email last time you attended and the reference for
it is {INQ004520/1}, but we don’t need to put it up.
The three of you met about 6 weeks later on
29 June 2016 and I think you accept that the reason for
that passage of time was your work commitments.
A. That’s correct , yes.

I think originally , we were down

to meet on 3 June and I had two firearms incidents I was
commanding that morning, so we had to delay it.
Q. And you rescheduled it. We know that a blue light forum
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your statement. You give some reasons in paragraph 49
as to why it took that amount of time and the two that
you identify was that a training package had to be
created from scratch. It ’s right , isn ’ t it , there were
no pre−existing materials for training of this sort?
A. I don’t recall anything pre−existing for this , no.
Q. And of course, you also identify that a suitable gap had
to be found in the training calendars of all three
services .
A. That’s correct . There would have been substantial
training commitments for all of our services already.
Q. Again, I don’t need to put it up, but can I ask you to
look on to paragraph 55 of your statement. You make
reference there to an email from Inspector Lear on
21 October 2016 and you quote an extract from it and I
am just going to read it out.

(attached) was created in which a number of key changes
were made to the JESIP doctrine. Since that time we’ve
been working hard behind the scenes to try and produce
some joint training package between ourselves, GMFRS and
NWAS.”
A. That’s correct .
Q. Did this reflect your understanding of what had been
happening since the meeting that you’d had?
91
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meeting took place one day before that meeting, so that
was on 28 June. The timing of that was coincidental,
wasn’t it , the two events weren’t connected?
A. That’s correct , I think that was already a scheduled
meeting.
Q. At that blue light forum meeting on 28 June, it is
right , isn ’ t it , that Mr Fletcher again raised his
concerns about the delay in attendance of NWAS and GMFRS
at Winchester Accord, didn’t he?
A. I believe he raised some −− if I can just refer to my
statement, I can’t remember the specifics.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Absolutely, you do whenever you need to.
MS JOHNSON: Of course. It’s paragraph 44.
A. Yes, that’s correct .
Q. Moving forward to the next day, to the meeting that you
had with Joe Barrett and Mr Fletcher on 29 June 2016,
it ’s right , isn ’ t it , that the three of you were all in
agreement that the proposed JOPs joint commander
training was important?
A. That’s correct .
Q. I wanted to ask you a few questions about the time it
took to go from that meeting on 29 June 2016 to the
training starting in early January 2017. So that was
a period of just over 6 months, and I don’t need to put
it up, but if I could ask you to look at paragraph 49 of
90
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A. Yes, it does.
Q. Sorry, Mr Giladi, I think it is the delay that is just
putting us a cross purposes. I think you’re agreeing
that this reflected your understanding of what had been
happening between your meeting on 29 June and this email
on 21 October, that work was being done to prepare the
training package for the training?
A. Yes, that’s correct .
Q. From your experience, would 6 months be a sort of usual
amount of time to go from a first planning meeting of
multi−agency training to that course taking place,
bearing in mind the need to prepare the materials and
also schedule that training for the three services ?
A. It ’s difficult for me to say, really .

It didn’t raise

any concern at the time that it would take that amount
of time.

It seemed like a normal period of time to me.

SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Presumably it may depend on the extent
of the topic?
A. It ’s the extent of the topic , sir , also the
commitments −− for example, if firearms officers were
going to be involved in the training , the commitments
they had, because they work on a very strict timetable
for their training schedule, and clearly GMFRS and NWAS
would have had their training schedules as well . So it
was a combination of a complex package to be written and
92
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then finding the time in the diary to deliver it .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Thank you.
MS JOHNSON: Thank you. Those are my questions.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Thank you very much, Ms Johnson.
MR GREANEY: Thank you very much. Next, please, Mr Smith on
behalf of North West Fire Control.
Questions from MR SMITH
MR SMITH: Thank you.
Mr Giladi, Exercise Winchester Accord took place on
the night of 9 May of 2016. You have already given
evidence that you weren’t involved in any of the
planning for the exercise −−
A. That’s correct .
Q. −− its execution or the debrief which followed; that’s
correct , isn ’ t it ?
A. That is, yes.
Q. But in the days and weeks that followed that exercise,
did you become aware that the results of the exercise
showed that, had that been a real−life incident , in all
probability victims would have lost their lives due to
the delay in attendance of both the Ambulance Service
and the Fire and Rescue Service?
A. Certainly Mr Fletcher had raised some concerns to me,
yes.
Q. Did you become aware, therefore, that if this was
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having put that down with the two exclamation marks
after it , it ’s clearly something that was raised at the
meeting, that it wasn’t the first time that that had
been an issue, and clearly that would have been
something that needed to be looked at when we developed
the training package.
Q. If we remind ourselves, please, that Mr Fletcher sent an
email on 13 May 2016 to you. He said in that email to
you:
”I realise this is a big ask, but think it would go
a long way [and this is the reference to the meeting for
training purposes] in stopping repetition of the same
learning outcomes from multiple exercises.”
Do you remember that or would it assist you to see
the document again?
A. No −− I mean, you’ve jogged my memory, I recall seeing
the email, yes.
Q. Did you understand that, quite plainly , what Mr Fletcher
was pointing out to you was that the events of Exercise
Winchester Accord weren’t the first time that errors or
inadequacies of this sort had occurred?
A. That was his intimation, correct , yes.
Q. In your statement at paragraph 49, can I remind you −−
do you have it in front of you?
A. Yes.
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a real −life incident that would probably have been the
result ?
A. Yes, that was a possibility , and I think that led to the
reasons that we had our meeting to discuss the training.
Q. That was a possibility which was brought home by
Mr Fletcher at that meeting, wasn’t it?
A. Sorry, which meeting are you referring to? The one we
had on 29 June?
Q. Yes, the one you just referred to on 29 June.
A. I can’t remember the specifics, but I assume he would
have mentioned something along those lines, which was
the reason he called the meeting.
Q. Well, could we go to your daybook, please, which is
{INQ040927/3}.
Could Mr Lopez put that on the screen, please?
If we focus on the upper part of the page, where we
see the asterisk and the word ”co−location” and two
exclamation marks, it’s followed by the words, ”Same
mistake every time”, isn ’ t it ?
A. That’s correct , yes.
Q. I think Mr Lopez could take that down from the screen
now, thank you.
Was that a note setting out your belief or was it
something that was conveyed to you by Mr Fletcher?
A. I can’t recall the specifics of the meeting now, but
94
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Q. You said in your statement that:
”This was clearly of concern to me as I had put an
asterisk in front of the word ’co−location’ and two
exclamation marks after it .”
A. That’s correct .
Q. So what was your concern?
A. Well, my memory from a meeting nearly 5 years ago isn’t
great, but having put that down, I’m assuming that
Mr Fletcher or Mr Barrett and myself had discussed the
fact that that had been an issue in the past.

It ’s

at the core of the JESIP principles to be co−located and
if that wasn’t happening during training exercises , then
that clearly raised a concern.
Q. What was the concern?
A. That it would appear that co−location wasn’t taking
place.
Q. What did you consider would be the consequence if
co−location wasn’t taking place in terms of triaging and
rescuing victims in a real −life incident?
A. It could have had significant or catastrophic
consequences. As I said , it was a key principle of
JESIP that blue light services were co−located to
provide that appropriate command.
Q. So do you agree that any avoidable delay in co−locating
the emergency services could only add to the risk that
96
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victims of this type of attack could unnecessarily die?
A. Potentially .
Q. And was that obvious to you at the time of these
discussions with Mr Fletcher?
A. The consequences of not co−locating? Yes, the
consequences were clear.
Q. So it comes to this, doesn’t it , that in your capacity
on behalf of Greater Manchester Police, you were aware,
following this meeting with Mr Fletcher and the email,
that if the delay in triage , rescue and treatment of
casualties , which arose in the course of Exercise
Winchester Accord, was replicated in real life , it might
result in the deaths of people who might otherwise have
survived?
A. Potentially , and of course there was a full debrief
process for Winchester Accord where a lot of the issues
that you’re discussing were actioned out.
Q. But you were aware of this then, weren’t you, as
a result of these meetings?
A. That’s correct .
Q. And do you agree therefore that it was important to
ensure that this risk was, insofar as reasonably
possible , to be addressed by taking steps to minimise or
avoid delay in co−locating?
A. Correct.
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”Training and exercising coordination group. Terms
of reference . Structures and ways of working.”
So I’m confident, Mr Giladi, that you don’t have
a detailed recollection after this length of time of
that meeting, but do you remember that as part of the
documents that accompanied that meeting, the
Winchester Accord multi−agency debrief was attached at
page 130?
A. I have no recollection of it , but I ’m aware that the
debrief notes were attached at one of the GMRF meetings,
yes.
Q. Mr Lopez, I think you could remove that then from the
screen, please.
Mr Giladi, do you consider that you were in
a position to add your influence at meetings with the
resilience forum with a view to investigating how these
concerns that Mr Fletcher had raised could be
effectively addressed, if only by way of advice from the
resilience forum?
A. Yes, that would have been a possibility , as Mr Fletcher
could have raised it or anyone from NWAS or anybody
else .
Q. Well, putting them aside for the moment, I’m focusing on
your position , you see. Did you consider that you could
have used your influence to try to address the problem
99
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Q. On 7 July 2016, do you remember that you chaired GMP’s
major incident public order and events group meeting, at
which Sergeant Henderson was present?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you accept that there was no reference at that
meeting to issues relating to co−location and the same
mistake every time?
A. I don’t recall if that was specifically raised .
Q. Didn’t this need to be tackled at that time
specifically ?
A. I think it was being tackled, as we’d met the week
before to discuss it and things were in place to develop
that training package.
Q. Do you remember attending a meeting of the
Greater Manchester Resilience Forum on 21 July 2016, at
which Inspector June Roby also attended?
A. If I could just look to my statement as to where that
may be. Bear with me.
Q. I can ask Mr Lopez to put the document on the screen if
that would help. It is {INQ012416/1}.
You see that this was the agenda for the meeting?
A. Yes.
Q. On 21 July. If we turn to the second page
{INQ012416/2}, item 12 was presented by Inspector Roby
at 2 pm:
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Mr Fletcher had raised?
A. I have no recollection of what I said at the meeting,
so, yes, I could have, I don’t know if I did. But I was
satisfied that the concerns were being addressed.
Q. Well, the JOPs commander training was eventually
conducted, wasn’t it, in January and February of 2017?
A. That’s correct .
Q. Could you tell the inquiry , please, what did that
achieve, in your judgement, in terms of minimising or
reducing the risk to which I have referred , you have
agreed and Mr Fletcher made reference?
A. As I said at my first appearance, I was unable to attend
the training sessions , so I ’m assuming that it would
have achieved the terms of reference that it set out
with regards to the JESIP principles .

I wasn’t aware

subsequently that any concerns had been raised that that
hadn’t been achieved.
Q. In evidence to the inquiry on 30 March you were asked by
leading counsel to the inquiry , Mr Greaney, what message
you took from Mr Fletcher’s email and I’d like to remind
you, if I may of your evidence. You said:
”Certainly that interoperability JESIP principles
probably weren’t applied on the day and there was
certainly what appeared to be a lack of communication on
the ground to ensure that Fire and Rescue and
100
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Ambulance Service resources were used to their best
ability .”
A. Is that Winchester Accord you’re referring to?
Q. Yes.
A. That would be what my assumption would have been.
Q. The message was also, wasn’t it, that this wasn’t the
first time that this had happened?
A. From the meeting that I had with Mr Fletcher and
Mr Barrett, that is what appeared to be the note I made,
yes.
Q. When the attack occurred and the facts of the emergency
response by the various agencies became known to you,
did you appreciate that the concerns that Group Manager
John Fletcher had expressed a year earlier had now been
realised in real life ?
A. I have not looked at any detail with regards to the
command on the night, so I’m not able to reach that
conclusion.

I have not reached any conclusion about

that, I ’m afraid.
Q. Well, finally , could you assist the inquiry by saying,
on reflection , looking back over the events of the year,
from Winchester Accord to the attack, what action was in
fact , to your knowledge, taken in the course of that
year to minimise or reduce the risk that people would
unnecessarily die as a result of a lack of multi−agency
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communication?
A. My understanding is that a comprehensive training
package had been put in place to deal with the issues
that were discussed. Clearly , commanders would be
reminded of their JESIP responsibilities and
expectations.
Q. What was actually done to ensure that this couldn’t
happen in a real−life incident?
A. As I said , all we can do is train for that and hope
that, should the worst happen, those principles were in
place due to that training .
Q. But the training had told you, hadn’t it , on multiple
occasions that it wasn’t working?
A. That’s what the new training package had effectively
been developed for, to ensure that that didn’t happen
again.
Q. How could you have any confidence, Mr Giladi, that the
steps that had been taken by way of training would in
fact operate to prevent the unnecessary death of
individuals ?
A. The confidence I would have would be that all of our
training in whatever field is designed to ensure that
issues don’t occur. That training would have been
quality assured. That’s the only confidence I could
have taken away from that.
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Q. Was the earlier training in which things had gone wrong
also quality assured?
A. It had and clearly issues had done wrong.
MR SMITH: Thank you. Those are all my questions?
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Thank you, Mr Smith.
I just want to take up two more general points.
First of all , the length of time it took to organise the
training .

It did actually happen before the May attack?

A. Yes.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: It may be indicative of something else,
which has been, as Mr Greaney said, a concern throughout
this inquiry . We know what the threat level was at the
time and that meant that an attack was highly likely.
But of course, no one can say where it will actually
take place.

If you and the rest of the people involved,

and it ’s not personal to you, had actually been
thinking, ”Look, this sort of attack which
Winchester Accord was designed for could actually happen
any time now in Manchester”, do you think perhaps people
would actually have got a move on a bit more to get the
training done and is in fact the reality people think,
”It ain’ t going to happen to me”?
A. I would hate to think that we would ever have been so
blasé to think it wasn’t going to happen and that
certainly wasn’t an attitude that I had ever heard, but
103
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I totally accept that the longer that period of time had
been at severe was taking place, it almost becomes
normality and it ’s almost in the background that you are
still not forgetting that it ’s there but it was there
for such a long time that it almost becomes normal and
that’s a real danger, so I completely accept that.
Clearly it was for people beyond me to kind of say
whether or not that was changing or appropriate. But
yes, with hindsight, I would like to have done all our
training sooner and earlier . There’s no two ways about
that. But it wasn’t as simple as that because, as
I said , we already had a packed training programme.
Nobody intimated to me, including Mr Fletcher and
Mr Barrett, that that was too long a period to wait, but
I accept that it ’s not ideal .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Okay, thank you. That’s point 1.
The second point is this : the importance of JESIP
training and the importance of JESIP principles being
followed has been stressed on numerous occasions, and
this won’t be the first public inquiry at which it has
been brought up either. So there’s been lots and lots
of training and still it doesn’t happen. There are two
possible reasons for that −− well, three: first of all ,
the training is inadequate; secondly, people just don’t
follow the training when it’s given; or thirdly , which
104
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I would like you to consider, is it that when you have
this sort of awful event in reality it is just not
possible to get people to follow the JESIP training, so
we need to look at a completely new system, JESIP just
won’t work, and if not, when are we going to say that?
A. Again, that’s very difficult for me to say. I can give
you my opinion and when it’s chaotic I can understand
why things are difficult . And I can only think what
I would do in that situation and I was an experienced
commander and I’d worked with fire and ambulance on many
occasions. Again, I totally take your point that you
almost get tunnel vision with your agency, your blue
light service : this is our job, we need to focus on
that. Whether that would mean JESIP needs revamping,
I don’t know. I think it ’s a sound principle in
general.
As I said on 30 March, we pre−dated JESIP with some
of the work we did, Greater Manchester Police did, with
NWAS and GMFRS, and did some really, I think, excellent
work.
Whether or not it’s complacency or whether or not
the whole thing needs a revamp is very difficult for me
to say, but I see no reason why JESIP shouldn’t work.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: So JESIP is all right as a system?
A. I think so.
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SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: And has that happened yet?
A. It would appear perhaps not as well as it should have.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Okay, thank you.
MR GREANEY: Sir, the next advocate is Mr Weatherby, who is
taking the lead with Mr Giladi on behalf of the bereaved
families .

I know he won’t finish before lunch, but

I will ask him to make a start. Perhaps we could break
at a moment convenient to you, between about 1.05 and
1.15, please, Mr Weatherby.
Questions from MR WEATHERBY
MR WEATHERBY: Yes. Thank you very much. That’s
certainly −− I’ll work to that.
Mr Giladi, can I start , please, with the Policy and
Compliance Unit, and just reminding ourselves and those
watching, the GMP Policy and Compliance Unit was the
Firearms Policy and Compliance Unit that was established
as a result of a recommendation from the coroner after
the inquest into the tragic death of PC Ian Terry;
that’s right , isn ’ t it ?
A. That’s correct , yes.
Q. The purpose of the Policy and Compliance Unit, in light
of that tragedy, was to ensure that Greater Manchester
Police firearms policy was as good as it could be, as up
to date as it could be, and to ensure that there was an
active , authoritative unit within GMP to make sure that
107
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SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: So either the training is inadequate or
the people who were being trained don’t take it
seriously enough?
A. It could be a combination of that. Again that’s across
the board. I know I’m sat here as an ex−GMP officer but
I think that is across the board from all the agencies.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: How do we sort it? You can have this
seat if you like . How do we sort it?
A. I think −− well, maybe an example is when, again,
I talked about the JESIP working group that we
developed, there was no strategic group and I think that
positively says a lot that as tacticians it ’s fine for
us to decide what we will be doing on the day, but
I suppose you need a really senior buy−in. There’s
nothing to say to me that that never happened, but just
by not having that strategic overview, I think, said
something and it might well be that people much more
senior than I was need to have a look at that and think
how we can actually get together and make JESIP work
better because I think it does work. I think if any
layperson was to look at it −−
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: You mean it can work, ought to work?
A. Sorry, JESIP can work and has worked, I think, and
I don’t see any reason why it shouldn’t. I think it
probably needs a very senior buy−in.
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those policies were complied with. Is that a fair
summary of what the PCU was established to do?
A. Yes, it is .
Q. You were the superintendent in charge of the PCU from
2009; is that right?
A. Yes, amongst my areas of responsibility was the PCU,
that’s correct .
Q. Amongst many others, which we will come on to. And you
were still the superintendent in charge of the PCU in
the period 2016/2017 that we are particularly concerned
about?
A. That’s correct .
Q. So when you gave evidence before Easter, you told us
about the austerity cuts that GMP had faced and they had
had a significant impact on the PCU; is that fair?
A. Yes. I ’d go beyond that, I’d say they had
a disproportionate effect on the PCU.
Q. Yes, I ’m going to come back to this in due course,
possibly after lunch, but I ’ ll put your mind at rest,
I ’m certainly going to ask you some more questions about
the effect of the cuts.
Just by way of overview to start , would it be right
that officers involved did their level best, no doubt,
but given the scale of the cuts, the fitness for purpose
of the PCU had been compromised by 2016?
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A. Yes, that’s correct .
Q. You told us that in October 2016, you in fact had had to
do the amending of SOP 47, the Plato policy that we’ve
looked at, and you were asked to do it by Acting
Chief Constable Hankinson, who sent you an email on
a Sunday, asking for it to be reviewed in time for it to
be in place for the Inspectorate, HMIC, who were coming
in on the Tuesday?
A. That’s correct .
Q. Firstly , you told us, no doubt correctly, that reviewing
such a policy wasn’t really your role .
A. That’s correct .
Q. But as your chief inspector role had been cut, there
wasn’t anyone else to do it , and so you had to do it;
is that fair ?
A. That’s fair .
Q. Secondly, you told us that in fact SOP 47 ought to have
been reviewed a year earlier in 2015.
A. That’s correct .
Q. And when you gave evidence before Easter, you told us
you didn’t have an answer as to why that hadn’t been
done. Have you been able to reflect in the weeks since
that on that point?
A. I ’m making an assumption and that’s a consequence of the
lack of staff in the PCU.
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I think you agreed that that was effectively because
you’d done it in such a rush?
A. That’s correct , yes.
Q. Would you agree that what we’ve just been through, the
fact that a review hadn’t been done for a year and the
fact that you were tasked to turn it round, to put it
generously, in 48 hours, but probably given work hours,
probably 24 hours, that errors were made, that all of
that is indicative of the PCU not being in a position to
cope at that time with its role?
A. I think that’s a fair assessment. The PCU −− the
effectiveness of the PCU had been compromised.
Q. Yes, thank you. Just as a diversion for a second, in
terms of the Inspectorate review, looking at policies −−
and again if you can’t answer this, just say −− but
looking at it in the round, the Inspectorate coming in,
weren’t they looking at policies which were in place,
that had been trained on and understood by officers,
possibly partner agencies? Wasn’t that their role in
coming in to review the firearms policies and the CT
policies ?
A. I assume so, yes.
Q. So would you agree, it was not optimal that you were
reviewing and changing a policy one day so that they
could review it literally the next day?
111
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Q. No one to do it?
A. That’s correct .
Q. And no one to ensure that out−of−date policies or
policies that were due for review were actually
reviewed?
A. Yes. There is a slight difference between the two, but
I accept that, and there should have been a system in
place within the PCU to flag up when policies were due
for that review.
Q. That was my next question, no flagging system. Again
I ’m not being critical of you here, Mr Giladi,
of course, but there wasn’t any flagging system, was
there?
A. I expect there was a flagging system. I can’t recall
what it was at this moment in time, but I expect there
was a flagging system, but obviously it wasn’t flagged
up.
Q. Let me review my question. There was no effective
flagging system at that time, was there?
A. I ’d accept that, yes.
Q. And thirdly, you’ve very fairly told us that the policy
that you had reviewed at breakneck speed contained
errors .
A. Yes. I referred to the wrong JOPs principles document.
Q. So you referred to an out of date JOPs 2 document. And
110
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A. I think that’s a fair point, although the main substance
of the policy hadn’t changed, but it is a fair
observation, yes.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: And they were aware of that, the
Inspectorate?
A. The dates would have been in the review, so that
wasn’t −− it clearly wasn’t being hidden, it showed when
it was reviewed.
MR WEATHERBY: I’m not suggesting that. I think on the face
of the new document it referred to it having been
reviewed in October, so they would have been aware of
that.
A. That’s correct .
Q. And certainly it was available factually to them to see
that the policy hadn’t been reviewed for the year until
very recently .
A. That’s correct .
Q. Bearing in mind that the Plato policy involved the use
of lethal force and concurrently plans to get emergency
responders urgently and safely to people with
life −threatening injuries , there is no room for a margin
of error with Plato policies , is there?
A. That’s correct .
Q. The next Plato document that I want to refer to is the
one that you tasked Mr Lear −− the one that turned out
112
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to be drafted or reviewed and redrafted by Mr Whittle.
You were asked by Mr Greaney about the delay in issuing
the instruction for that to be done. If I understood
your earlier evidence properly, you agreed that there
was this missing month.
A. Yes, and I can’t account for that.
Q. And you can’t remember because of the passage of time
what had caused that delay. But can I suggest that the
delay did in fact rest with you. You’d been tasked to
do it and it hadn’t got done?
A. On the face of it , that’s what it would seem, yes.
Q. Again, I appreciate that doing your best, given the
passage of time, you can’t actually remember, but do you
think, given the evidence you’ve already given, that you
may have been tasked with it and then overlooked it for
a month until prompted again, simply because of the
pressure of work that you were under at that time?
A. I was certainly under a lot of pressure of work. But
I wouldn’t like to say why that wasn’t done. As I said
previously , I certainly wasn’t in the habit of ignoring
an instruction from a chief constable.
Q. That’s precisely where I was headed. This was very much
top level . This wasn’t simply your line manager, this
had come from national policy through the
chief constable to you. So doesn’t it follow that the
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changes to the one that you drafted or redrafted or
reviewed, including more tasks for the FDO?
A. That’s correct , yes.
Q. And you gave evidence, first of all , that you weren’t
sure whether the Whittle document was in force on 22 May
or not, but you inclined to the view that it was not?
Is that a fair summary?
A. That’s a fair summary.
Q. So as superintendent of the PCU, the officer who tasked
this out, a recipient of the 12 May email thread that
we’ve looked at, you weren’t sure what was in force and
what wasn’t at that time?
A. I may have been a little clearer at the time, but
certainly with the passage of time that’s gone and
having left the police over 3 years ago, I really can’t
recall any more distinctly than that, I ’m afraid.
Q. I am going to go on in due course to say whether or not
a policy was in force or not shouldn’t be left to
recollection , should it , it should be clear on
a documented audit trail?
A. That’s correct , and that’s why previously I have stated
that the Whittle policy , if you like , hadn’t gone
through all the channels to have, in effect , been signed
off .
Q. Yes, I understand that’s how you got to your current
115
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most likely explanation for this delay was that simply
you were overloaded?
A. That’s a distinct possibility , yes.
Q. The effect of that, and again I’m not trying to be
critical of you, but the effect of that was that in fact
you then tasked this out, leaving very little time, in
a similar way as you’d been left with reviewing the
SOP 47 in October?
A. I can’t recall the timescales that it needed to be
completed by. I think there was reference to a May COG,
which is a Chief Officers ’ Group, but I am not sure if
that was the deadline for it to be completed. So,
certainly any deadline I was setting wasn’t necessarily
restricted to that, but yes the reality was we were
working to tight timescales.
Q. Yes, and it ’s an uncomfortable coincidence, isn’t it ,
in the context of a policy which relates to the use of
lethal force and the provision of emergency response to
those with life −threatening injuries , it ’s an
uncomfortable coincidence that on both of these
occasions the review was effectively left to the last
minute?
A. Yes, I ’d agree with that.
Q. You agreed earlier in evidence, I think, that the
Whittle document contained some fairly substantial
114
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view that it probably wasn’t in force . When you came to
give evidence before Easter, did you listen to the
evidence of Chief Inspector Booth who gave evidence,
I think, on the morning before you?
A. I did, yes.
Q. And of course, he was the control room chief inspector,
the chief inspector of the OCB, and the line manager of
the FDOs?
A. That’s correct , yes.
Q. In his evidence, he told the chair that he’d received
the 12 May email with the new policy attached and, as
far as he was concerned, that was the one in force on
22 May. Do you recall that evidence?
A. I ’m not 100% sure, but if that’s what he said, then
that’s obviously his view, yes.
Q. I ’ ll just give the reference in case anybody wants to
take that up. It ’s Day 84, page 107, from line 23
{Day84/107:23}. We don’t need to look at it and I will
be corrected if I ’ve got any of that wrong.
He said that was his view as the line manager of the
FDO and, furthermore, that was also his view as
a firearms commander.
A. Yes, that’s a fair assumption.
Q. Would you agree that it was wholly unacceptable that the
officer responsible for the control rooms, and the line
116
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manager of the FDO, and the officer responsible for the
PCU and making sure that Greater Manchester Police’s
firearms policy and compliance was tip−top, can’t agree
on something as basic and vital as that?
A. Something had clearly gone wrong, yes.
Q. Again, would it be fair that this is , again, indicative
of the cuts that had left the PCU unable to function
effectively ?
A. Yes, that’s partially it , and I think it ’s a difficult
situation where a new policy is coming in to replace an
old policy in effect .

It ’s at what point does that new

one take over from the old one? Is it when it’s been
trained? Is it when people have read it? It’s a really
difficult call to make, which is clearly highlighted
here.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: It may be a difficult call, but
shouldn’t it be made clear, I think is the point?
A. Absolutely.
MR WEATHERBY: I will come back to that in a moment if
I may. That’s precisely the point, with respect, that
however difficult it is , there can’t be any room for
doubt, particularly when we’re talking about lethal
force policy?
A. I agree, yes.
Q. You’ve been asked quite a lot of questions about cuts
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Q. Then this is the point which I think you were anxious to
make that I’m just coming to. You went on to say that
in effect senior officers had attempted to keep as many
front line officers as possible , perhaps not
unreasonably, but this had a knock−on effect on roles
such as the PCU, which were seen as back office; yes?
A. Yes, that’s correct , and perhaps I didn’t do the cuts
justice when I last appeared. I think I said that
we weren’t too bad when it came to PCs and sergeants,
et cetera.

I meant that just specifically within the

firearms sphere, not the PCU, but the Tactical Aid Unit.
Across the rest of the specialist operations branch
there were huge cuts, in the Tactical Aid Unit, the
mounted unit, et cetera, which had a knock−on effect
across the branch.
And of course if you’re talking about cuts to police
staff , the work of those staff didn’t go away and
somebody else had to do it and invariably in cutting
police staff sometimes it meant you were taking police
officers to fulfil those roles as well .
So I think between 2010 and 2017, I can’t stress the
difficulty that the cuts had across the board, not just
within specialist operations but across the board in
GMP.
Q. I think the point that you’re going on to make is that
119
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and I’m not going to go over them, but I just want to
put your view in evidence as fully as I can. I just
want to refer you to two of your paragraphs in your
statement. It ’s paragraphs 38 and 39.
I ’m doing this simply because you were very graphic
in your statements and perhaps went a little further
than in your evidence. I ’m going to read out −− we can
put it on the screen if anybody wants me to, but I don’t
think we need to. I ’m just going to read out part of
those paragraphs and then I can ask you some questions
about it .
Paragraph 38, part of that paragraph says:
”I cannot overstate how wide−ranging the cuts were
and how difficult they made it to carry out the job.”
The context you said that in certainly included the
PCU and the pressure, in particular , on those under you,
including Inspector Lear; is that right?
A. It wasn’t exclusively about the PCU, but yes, that’s
absolutely correct .
Q. Not exclusively , but it certainly included it . Then 39:
”We did our best, but the strain was intense.”
And you went on to note that Greater Manchester
Police had lost a quarter of its officers and further
cuts were made to PCSOs and to the civilian staff; yes?
A. That’s correct .
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although you’re sympathetic to the wish to keep as many
front line officers as possible , in fact doing that led
to perhaps more dire consequences for units like the
PCU?
A. As I said earlier , what seems like a small cut to the
PCU because of the small number of staff was completely
disproportionate to its effectiveness , and, yes, it had
dire consequences.
Q. Thank you. Of course, it’s absolutely vital that the
policies that we’re discussing here, going to matters of
life and limb, they must be up to date, they must be
reviewed as required, there must be compliance systems
in place; that’s right , isn ’ t it ?
A. That’s correct .
Q. That requires both proper systems and proper funding?
A. Funding, systems and staffing.
Q. Yes. All three of those were missing, weren’t they, in
2016/2017?
A. Yes, I think that’s fair to say.
Q. It ’s vital too that there are proper document trails to
show at any particular time what’s in force and when
something is brought into force and document trails
which lead to all officers that need to know?
A. That’s correct .
Q. And also, another reason to have proper document trails
120
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is that for anyone reviewing it later , as here, doesn’t
have to put very unfair questions to you so many years
on because we should all be able to look at the document
trail and see what the true picture was; yes?
A. That’s correct , yes.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Don’t feel compelled to ask unfair
questions, will you, Mr Weatherby?
MR WEATHERBY: Never, sir.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Would that be a good moment now I’ve
interrupted your flow?
MR WEATHERBY: Certainly I can break there, yes. Thank you.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Okay. Thank you very much. We’ll break
for an hour. Is that long enough for you?
A. That’s fine , thank you.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Thank you very much.
(1.07 pm)
(The lunch adjournment)
(2.05 pm)
MR GREANEY: Good afternoon. We will ask Mr Weatherby to
re−establish his link , please.
(Pause)
MR WEATHERBY: Mr Giladi, just picking up on the PCU and
then I ’ ll move on, in terms of reviews, would you agree
that to make reviews and policies meaningful or as good
as they can be, there should be a call for feedback or
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it was first written up into a consultation.
Q. In terms of the approval process, you have just referred
to policies being referred to −− I can’t remember the
group that you mentioned.
A. The firearms policy group.
Q. Is that a senior management group?
A. Yes, that in effect is the overarching strategic group,
which would be chaired by the assistant chief constable
in charge of specialist operations.
Q. I see. So at the time we are considering here, that
would be ACC Hankinson?
A. There were a number of ACCs. Certainly at one point it
was ACC Hankinson, that’s correct. When she sent me
that email, that would have been her position.
Q. In terms of the approval process, was there an approval
process or was it just that if you had time, it would go
through to the review group?
A. No, there was an approval process, but that was mainly
for new policies . Reviews could be done at a lower
level .
Q. I see. And on a rather ad hoc level, would that be
fair ?
A. Potentially , that’s a fair comment, but I can’t remember
the specifics .

It would have been in effect a subject

matter expert, but yes, I don’t think there was
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comments on the way those policies have operated from
those who are actually in the field or manage teams on
the ground and in control rooms?
A. Yes, I would agree that would be good practice.
Q. And was there any process for doing that in the PCU or,
again, was this something that was just beyond your
resources?
A. I can’t recall specifically .

If there was anything, I’m

not sure it was formal. Certainly policies were taken
to the firearms policy group, which was the overall
governance group. When it came to reviews, I can’t
specifically recall .
Q. Going forward, do you think that might be something that
would be worth the chair looking at in terms of
recommendations?
A. Absolutely.

If it ’s not already in place, I would

suggest so, yes.
Q. Because certainly in terms of the two Plato policies
that we’ve been looking at, there doesn’t seem to have
been any kind of consultation process or discussion ,
discourse, between those in the control room or those in
the field .
A. Certainly for the review SOP 47 that I carried out,
there was no consultation. I don’t know whether for
previous reviews there had been any consultation or when
122
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a specific policy like there was for a new policy.
Q. In terms of the review you did, version 5, that simply
was provided by you to ACC Hankinson without any other
kind of approval; is that right?
A. That’s correct .
Q. In terms of the other policy , doing your best, looking
at the documents, there certainly wasn’t any approval
policy before −− sorry, any approval process before the
12 May email sent it out?
A. No, not that I ’m aware of.
Q. Or indeed between 12 May and 22 May?
A. No.
Q. Was there any process for ensuring that commanders and
managers of teams and departments knew of what policies
had been reviewed or what new policies there were?
A. Yes, all new policies would have been distributed
appropriately to the relevant commanders.
Q. We’ve seen in this case the two policies we’re talking
about here have simply been sent out on an email;
is that the way that it would be done?
A. It would be sent out by an email, certainly the second
policy we are referring to was sent out in an email
ahead of training . So that would have given them an
opportunity to familiarise themselves with the policy
and then be trained.
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Q. Right, okay, but in any kind of rolling out process
it would be important, wouldn’t it, to emphasise when an
amended or new policy was being brought into force and
equally when a previous one was retired or superseded?
A. Absolutely, and I would have expected that to have taken
place when a new policy came in.
Q. Was there a process to determine what should be informed
to the managers or commanders about the changes that
were made?
A. (Overspeaking).
Q. I have not put that very clearly . What I’m driving at
here is that of course if you review a policy and
you have decided it’s fit for purpose and doesn’t really
need much change, but you might change a contact number,
of course you don’t need to put in play a training
course, do you, for that?
A. No, that’s correct , and I would expect any new training
package to emphasise the significant changes.
Q. Yes. So when you send out a review policy, is there any
process whereby the recipients could understand whether
it was a policy that had been reviewed but without any
significant changes, which arguably your version 5 might
fall into , or whether it was a policy which had been
substantially or significantly amended, which arguably
the Whittle document fell into? Was there any process
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but I wouldn’t say it would need to be much more
detailed than that.
Q. Let me move on to the local resilience forum. You have
been asked a lot of questions about this, so I will do
my best not to duplicate. The local resilience forum
had a number of roles and areas of responsibility , but
relevant to terrorist attacks and major incidents more
generally , would you agree its role was to share
information across the various agencies, ensure each
agency knew the role and capabilities of others, and to
ensure in the event of an attack or a major incident
that a response was as joined−up and seamless as is
possible?
A. Yes, I think that’s a fair summary of one of its
functions.
Q. And I’m stressing that, of course, it does have other
functions, but in this area of terrorism and major
incidents , so at the top level , that’s the key strategic
role for a local resilience forum, relating to major
incidents and terrorist attacks?
A. Yes.
Q. In ensuring that those matters are fulfilled , it ’s the
job of strategic level commanders to ensure their own
organisations have adequate policies, their
organisations understood the capabilities of others, and
127
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by which commanders would know which category they fell
within?
A. I would expect the email, whichever the means of
distribution , to emphasise where the changes were.
Q. Again, rather an ad hoc basis for doing it?
A. You could say that, yes.
Q. Was there a process, and I’m talking particularly about
the Plato policies now, for awareness training for those
that the policies were less directly related to? So
a Plato was most directly concerned with a firearms
response and a multi−agency response, was there any
awareness training or any dissemination of the policy to
unarmed policing commanders so that everybody knew what
the policy was? Because of course they might well be
involved in the incident .
A. I ’m not aware of any specific training apart from the
Stay Safe guidance they would have received as unarmed
officers .
Q. Again, do you think it would be sensible for there to be
a process whereby policies are assessed to see whether
those policing units or others who are not directly
involved with the policy but may be tangentially or may
become involved, they should be given awareness training
at the least ?
A. Awareness training, yes, I think you could argue that,
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that there was sufficient training and exercising within
their organisations ; is that right?
A. Yes, that’s correct .
Q. That’s fundamentally why the Cabinet Office guidance
that you looked at in some detail last time that you
came was indicating that there should be strategic level
officers in attendance at the local resilience forum
meetings?
A. That’s correct , yes.
Q. There was a long discussion between you and Mr Greaney,
and I’m not going to go over it again, but that’s why
you emphasised that really there was a need for
assistant chief constable level personnel and continuity
at the local review [ sic ] forum relevant to GMP?
A. Yes, it ’s fair that I think there should have been
senior representation . As I said at the first time
I appeared, the word ”should”, I was told that if it
says ”should”, you need a good reason not to.
Q. Yes, I follow that. But that was in relation to the
chief constable or deputy chief constable, wasn’t it ,
and you were saying that really , looking at the
guidance, what it was requiring was strategic level
commanders should be in attendance?
A. There were two paragraphs, as I recall . The first one
related to attendance at the resilience forum, which
128
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they said should be chief or the deputy. Then they
talked about the strategic coordinating group and that’s
where I was talking about assistant chief constables
ordinarily −−
Q. I ’m not trying to disagree with you here. I ’m not
arguing with you about −− you’re saying in the context
of GMP and the LRF that ACC level was the strategic
level that should have been applicable; yes?
A. That’s correct , yes.
Q. Then Mr Greaney took you to the evidence we have of
there being nine meetings prior to the outrage on 22 May
in the 2 years before and that in fact only three of
those meetings were attended by GMP officers at the rank
of assistant chief constable; yes?
A. That’s correct , yes.
Q. Then you were asked whether the lack of officers
attending from that strategic level , and the lack of
consistency, was indicative of a lack of commitment by
GMP to the LRF and you disagreed with that and that’s
what I want to go on to ask you a few more questions
about.
A. Okay.
Q. You indicated about the lack of attendance at two−thirds
of these meetings by ACC level officers , that they had
extremely busy diaries . That was the way you termed it.
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Q. Okay. Well, you refer to them being extremely busy.
In the last few days we’ve been disclosed a statement
from acting Assistant Chief Constable Hankinson,
relating to the two LRF meetings that occurred from her
appointment until the bombing. I think you’ve had an
opportunity to cast your eye over that statement,
haven’t you?
A. I ’ve seen that this morning, sir , yes.
Q. For the first of those meetings, in December, she
recounts that she had a chief officers ’ team meeting at
GMP and it appeared that that took priority over
attendance at the LRF.
A. Indeed that’s what her statement said, yes.
Q. And of course, I don’t know and I doubt you know how
important that senior team meeting at GMP was, and
indeed it ’s more than that, it ’s fair to say that
I think at that meeting, the December meeting, there was
in fact an ACC or an acting ACC from GMP. I don’t think
we need to concern ourselves too much with that one.
But on the second meeting, the reason that was
advanced was that ACC Hankinson was attending a coaching
session for an interview for a job; yes?
A. That’s correct , yes.
Q. And that’s what made her unavailable for the LRF
meeting. In fact , at that meeting, there was no ACC
131
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And that may have accounted for their absence from
meetings. Are you there rolling back to what we
discussed earlier about cuts leading to simply
a shortage of available time for strategic level
officers to attend?
A. I ’m not aware that the cuts affected the number of
assistant chief constables.

I don’t think it did.

I might not be correct there. There was certainly
a number within GMP.
Q. Yes, neither do I , but it might well be that if it was
the same number, they may well have had many more
duties .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: It sounds like we may need to ask one of
them.
MR WEATHERBY: Yes, indeed. But it must follow, mustn’t it,
that rightly or wrongly, GMP, the senior management
team, were regularly prioritising other matters over
attendance at the LRF?
A. It would appear so, yes.
Q. Yes. And that would appear to be because either GMP was
seriously under−resourced or it wasn’t taking the LRFs
seriously enough or is there another option?
A. It ’s very difficult for me to comment on any conflict in
diaries about what would take priority for an ACC.
I can’t comment any further on that, I’m afraid.
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attendance from Greater Manchester Police; yes?
A. That’s correct , yes.
Q. So this is something that I’m asking you about simply
because you referred to the fact that strategic officers
had extremely busy diaries, and I’m not quibbling with
that, but these are the sorts of matters that were being
prioritised over LRF meetings; yes?
A. It would appear so, yes.
Q. Moving on, the chair noted to you the last time you gave
evidence that there was no co−location on the night at
any rendezvous point, or indeed at an FCP, a forward
command post, in the early stages of the response. You
agreed that a lack of co−location meant that JESIP fell
”at the first hurdle”; yes?
A. That’s correct .
Q. You’ve been reminded of what happened at
Winchester Accord and you referred to your comment in
your daybook about, ”Co−location, same mistake every
time”, and we’ve again been reminded of that this
morning. Given what you knew in mid−2016 and what GMP
institutionally knew, was this a matter that should have
been taken up at LRF level by strategic commanders? No
disrespect to you, but a level above you.
A. Whether at LRF, I’m not sure, but certainly it was
a strategic issue , and again, as I said last time,
132
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I don’t know the specifics of what the issues were on
the night with regard to co−location, but certainly it
was an important issue.
Q. Yes. We’ll come on in a minute, and you’ve answered
a lot of questions already about it , about a tactical
level and what you and others tried to do with the joint
commander training. But this is something that ought to
have been led at the strategic level , shouldn’t it ,
given the evidence you’ve given about the lack of
co−location meaning that JESIP falls at the first
hurdle?
A. Yes, I can see that.
Q. No criticism of you. Just before I move on from the
LRF, let me just finally ask you about this: do you know
how GMP determined which officer attended at the LRF
meetings?
A. At a chief officer level or?
Q. Yes. Who was it that told you or an ACC to go or asked
them to go?
A. Well, in effect when I went, it came with the role I ’d
taken up in 2016. The ACC would have been the ACC in
charge of specialist operations.
Q. Right. So simply left to, at that time, ACC Hankinson?
A. That’s correct .
Q. Was there any kind of process, any formalised process,
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Can I move on to Mr Fletcher and Mr Barrett. You’ve
been asked a lot of questions about this, so I won’t
replicate what you’ve been asked already. When they
came to you, it was very soon after Winchester Accord,
within days, and before the more formal debriefing
process. Would you agree with me that that was
indicative and communicated to you the level of concern
that they had?
A. Well, I think it was just Mr Fletcher who actually came
to me, but included Mr Barrett (overspeaking).
Q. You’re quite right .
A. I would also look at it −− there was almost a level of
confidence that we worked well together and he felt he
could approach me ahead of a debrief process, which
I think just showed that we did have a good
relationship . So yes, I see the point you’re making,
but I would also say it was a case of, ”We work with you
well , we have worked together, can we crack on ahead of
the debrief process?”
Q. I was going to move straight on to that. That’s
a slightly separate point, isn ’ t it ? The fact that
Mr Fletcher −− copying in Mr Barrett, you’re quite
right −− came to you within days about such a serious
matter is indicative of how seriously they were taking
it , but the reason they came to you was because they had
135
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of feeding back decisions, given what you’ve agreed
about the lack of continuity at the LRF meetings?
A. Certainly there was a running log of actions, et cetera,
from the LRF and certainly this would have been
distributed .

I don’t remember anything more specific

than that.
Q. We know there were some minutes, but there was actually
documented actions raised, was there?
A. I believe so, yes.
Q. Was there a designated officer who was in charge of
making sure those actions were followed and taken up?
A. I don’t recall anything specific to that.

I ’m assuming

that each action would have been given to an individual,
but I don’t recall anybody specifically being tasked to
chase them up.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Mr Weatherby, you will remember better
than me because you’ll have refreshed your memory, but
there was some talk, as I understand it, about how it
was important to have continuity of chairman because
they could more easily follow up on whether actions had
been completed or not.
MR WEATHERBY: Yes, there was discussion about that, but
I was more focused on GMP and taking the action points
because of a lack of continuity . Mr Giladi’s very
helpfully gone as far as he can, I think.
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confidence in you as somebody who could get something
done within GMP?
A. Yes.
Q. Otherwise, you would have expected them to have waited
for the debrief process and go through that?
A. That’s correct , or raised it at a higher level .
Q. Indeed. As we’ve seen, and we don’t need to return to,
the upshot of the meeting that eventually happened on
29 June was that you then tasked out the process of this
commander training course, and as I say, we don’t need
to go into the matters that have already been discussed
about that. But can I ask you about attendance. Given
the both acute and chronic problems that the one−day
course was apparently to address, was there a three−line
whip for firearms commanders in particular to attend at
one or other of those commander courses?
A. No, there was no three−line whip, but there would have
been an expectation to attend. If I could just give
a little bit of detail with regards to the firearms
commanders, certainly the cadre commanders, so your
tactical firearms commanders, all had day jobs, if you
like . Like me, I wasn’t a full −time cadre member, nor
were any of the others, which was why we tried give them
at least 2 or 3 days to attend. So whilst there was no
three−line whip, there would have been an expectation
136
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for them to attend, yes.
Q. So if they didn’t attend it might be because they were
busy, they had operational matters and, of course, they
had other training that they had to do as well. But
this was specific , dedicated training because of this
problem, which included co−location problems which,
you’ve told us, if you don’t get that right , then JESIP
just doesn’t occur. This was vital , wasn’t it ?
A. Yes, absolutely .
Q. Yes, so looking back at it , do you not think there
should have been a three−line whip and a requirement on
commanders to attend?
A. With hindsight, I would have probably gone to maybe the
ACC, for the ACC to issue the instruction for everyone
to understand, so yes, that’s a fair point.
Q. So what in fact happened, I think, and correct me if I ’m
wrong, is that simply a lot of work went into doing this
course and then an invite went out and people could
choose or not to attend it ?
A. Technically, yes, but I would expect that their
professionalism would have made it a little bit more
than just choosing whether or not to attend.
Q. And the purpose of having 3 days was because everybody
knows that real life goes on around us and so you have
three options?
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Q. I just want to turn to a connected matter. I think we
need your daybook back up here. It’s {INQ040927/1},
please, Mr Lopez, page 3 {INQ040927/3}.
You have looked at this page before, so I ’m not
going to go through the parts that you have looked at.
It ’s the page with the ”Co−location!!” and the asterisk,
”Same mistake every time”. There appear to be two
action points from it , don’t there?
A. That’s correct .
Q. Yes. The first one is the one that we’ve dealt with and
we don’t need to go back to, so that’s the joint
commander training days that we’ve discussed. Then the
second one, and I don’t think you’ve been asked about
this , is the need for:
”A three−day joint [F1]/NWAS/GMFRS joint training
again [ I think it says ].

A. It ’s not F1, it ’s FI, firearms .
Q. Sorry. Thank you for correcting me. So firearms, NWAS
and GMFRS. So the second action point coming out of
this meeting relates to that. That’s a three−day
exercise . Am I right that that didn’t take place prior
to the bombing on 22 May?
A. I ’m not −− I think that might have been an aspirational
action.

I think from memory, if memory serves me
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A. That’s correct .
Q. And that means that most commanders should be able to
arrange their rest days and other work around attending
one or other of those courses; yes?
A. Correct.
Q. We’ve actually asked for the attendance lists for those
courses and I think it ’s Detective Sergeant Ribby who
has done some work on this. I don’t think it ’s
necessary to put his statement up, but doing his best,
he has confirmed that there were no GMP attendance lists
for the commanders’ courses or at least none that he’s
been able to locate .
A. I was never made aware of that and I don’t understand
why we would not have kept a list of attendees.
Q. He’s done his best to compile a list of commanders who
are thought to have attended and it appears from that
list , and I will be corrected here if I ’m wrong, but it
appears from that list that none of the firearms or
other GMP commanders deployed during the early stages of
the response on 22 May, with the possible exceptions of
Rachel Buckle and Officer F1, a tactical adviser on the
night, none of them are known to have attended these
courses.

If I ’m correct about that, and I’ ll be

corrected if I ’m not, that was unacceptable, wasn’t it?
A. I was unaware of that and that would be unacceptable.
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correctly , that related to some work we’d done even
prior to JESIP, where we’d got NWAS/GMFRS staff to come
and have a look at some firearms officers , what they
did, look at the tactics . At one point we got some
military as well for them to see the same. I think that
discussion , from looking at my notes, referred to
whether or not we’d be able to do that again, I ’m not
aware that that took place.
Q. Okay. I’m not going to go back to the joint commander
training , I have dealt with that. But the second action
point is raised and you describe it as aspirational , and
as far as you’re aware, didn’t happen?
A. That’s correct .
Q. The final topic .

I want to ask you a specific point

about ground−assigned TFCs. Can I ask you to look at
the two relevant documents in turn. Firstly , it ’s your
version 5 and it ’s {INQ039970/1}.
It ’s {INQ039970/7}, please. It’s the bottom
section .
Can you help us with this? There’s reference here
to the ” tactical firearms commander (cadre) actions”.
This is a reference , I think, and this is your document,
the version 5 document. This is where you are dealing
with a cadre TFC taking over from the FDO; is that
right?
140
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A. That’s correct .
Q. There’s a decision to be made about location, we don’t
need to worry about that. And then the second bullet
point:
”Direct other cadre members to be scene commander.”
And that’s a reference to the ground−assigned TFC,
is it ?
A. That’s correct , yes.
Q. Who under this policy deploys the ground−assigned TFC?
Is it the FDO or is it the TFC who takes over from the
FDO?
A. When it comes to cadre, there is a cadre officer on
call −− sorry, this is at the time, I ’m not sure what
the policy is now, I’m afraid. There was a cadre
officer on call on a 7/7 day and a 7/7 night so
invariably the first TFC to be called would be the one,
according to the plan at the time, would be the one that
takes over from the FDO. Because there wasn’t a second
TFC on call in effect it would be best endeavours, so
it would be incumbent upon the TFC to ring the other
TFCs to attempt to get a second one to in effect act as
the ground−assigned TFC.
Q. So under your policy here, you envisaged the FDO, who
of course is the initial TFC, calling a cadre TFC who’s
on call , and he or she then comes to wherever, HQ or the
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control room, and takes over from the FDO at some point?
A. That’s correct .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: And it’s that person that tries to call
in an additional one?
A. That would be my expectation, yes, sir.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: That’s what the document says.
MR WEATHERBY: Yes. Your expectation is that the on−call
TFC effectively deploys the ground−assigned TFC?
A. Yes, and again, as it says in the policy there, it does
go against the JESIP principles because we’re talking
about co−location −−
Q. Right.
A. −− so it is really difficult in the early stages to
decide where is best. You know, the TFC going to
alleviate the FDO would in effect negate some of the
issues the FDO might have in the initial stages, but by
doing so it again has a negative effect potentially on
the JESIP principles .
Q. Have I misunderstood then? I was understanding this as
meaning that there are two or at least two TFCs
deployed, one to take over from the FDO and one to do
the JESIP role.
A. There would be, but the on−call TFC would be that first
one that is called by the FDO who, in effect, would go
to assist at the OCB and it would be incumbent upon them
142
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to then identify and call out a second TFC.
Q. Right.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: So when you’re saying about the JESIP
principles , it means for the time before the new
tactical firearms commander −−
A. That’s correct .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: −− after he has got there, getting
another one to go to the scene −−
A. That’s correct , yes, sir .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: −− to co−locate?
A. Absolutely.
MR WEATHERBY: That’s very helpful.
Under this policy , the one that you reviewed, can we
see anything about what the role of the ground−assigned
TFC is?
A. I would expect the ground−assigned TFC to be the
on−scene firearms commander, tactical firearms
commander.
Q. Yes. Is his or her role set out anywhere in the policy?
A. No, in effect they would be working to the TFC, who
would co−locate at the OCB.
Q. So far as you’re concerned, and this is why I’m asking
you really , it appears that the policy is silent on
this , but does the ground−assigned TFC, when he or she
gets there, command all of the GMP officers at the scene
143
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or the armed officers at the scene?
A. Right. The overall responsibility of the
ground−assigned TFC is armed firearms officers. In the
early stages of a firearms incident , that could involve
a wider scope of command, so in effect they will be in
command of all the police assets and clearly liaison
with the other blue lights services and any other
partner who’s important. However, they need to
concentrate on the firearms aspect primarily , so in
effect , as soon as practicable , I would expect
a commander who’s not a tactical firearms commander to
take over the unarmed aspect of the operation.
Q. Right. Just let me get this right : under your
iteration , the FDO is the initial TFC, he or she calls
in the duty TFC, who goes to HQ or the control room.
That duty TFC calls in the next cadre TFC to go to be
ground−assigned, and then a further unarmed tactical
commander is deployed to the scene to be tactical
commander of the unarmed assets?
A. I wouldn’t necessarily call them a tactical commander,
but you would certainly need another commander to look
at cordons, deploying unarmed assets, et cetera, yes.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Sorry, if I can just clarify that for
me, Mr Weatherby, just momentarily.
I want to deal with the practicalities . So
144
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I understand that armed officers have, at the very
initial stage, a specific role to do: clear the area,
make sure there are no gunmen around.
A. That’s correct .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: There will almost certainly be unarmed
police at the scene as well , who almost certainly would
have got there first .
A. That’s correct , sir .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: They will have a senior officer or
they’re unlikely to be just all constables, so there is
somebody in charge of them?
A. I don’t know who on the night was in charge −−
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: No, no, I am not worried about the
night.

I am talking about the principle , really ?

A. There would always be a senior officer .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Why isn’t he the commander for the
unarmed officers? Why does the ground−assigned −−
A. The initial −−
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Is it rank or what?
A. (Overspeaking) −− no, and rank is almost irrelevant.
You could in effect have −− a chief inspector, who’s the
cadre TFC, could be commanding a superintendent who’s
turned up. So it ’s not the rank, it ’s the role , in
effect , that would take precedence. But the priority is
to deal with the firearms threat, contain and neutralise
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officers are doing or is it more than that?
A. That’s part of that, sir , that’s correct , but what
I would expect is an unarmed commander to, in effect, be
the person that the TFC is communicating that to and he
or she will be very specific with regard to the
instruction to give to that commander of the unarmed
assets and then they can deploy appropriately. There
are −− not just the supervisors, they wouldn’t
necessarily have turned up for those officers (?), there
would have been dedicated −− for example, I’m assuming
there was a night Silver commander who would have been
superintendent on the night who I would have personally
deployed in whatever way I saw fit.
So, as I say, it wasn’t necessarily the rank, it was
the role , and then they would have taken over command of
those unarmed assets.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Thank you.
Sorry to interrupt , Mr Weatherby.
MR WEATHERBY: No, thank you, that’s very helpful.
Just before I move on to the other document, and
then I ’ ll finish , just before I leave this one, would
you agree it ’s less than clear what the roles of the
TFCs are?
A. Is it possible to see the next page, please?
Q. Certainly. Please, Mr Lopez, {INQ039970/8}.
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that threat as appropriate. The cadre TFC will have had
the specific training with regards to dealing with
a firearms incident .

I wouldn’t expect an unarmed

commander to know how to deal with in effect the
firearms threat, so the expectation would be they would
be at a distance, communicate, bearing in mind the Stay
Safe principles of what they could see, what their staff
could see, et cetera. The cadre TFC would arrive and in
effect the firearms officers had already attended the
scene, they’re under the command of the FDO, and then
they’re under the command of the TFC. So they’ve
already been deployed, but it ’s down then to the TFC to
come and get that view of what it looks like on the
ground, get that situational awareness, which is really
important, and then clearly try and link in with the
JESIP partners.
But they need to be forward−facing with regards to
that firearms threat and in effect the unarmed commander
needs to look at what’s going on behind.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: So in practice is the armed police
commander the ground−assigned −− his job, obviously, is
directing his firearms officers , but is he also −− his
function is to say to the unarmed officers, ”You can
come here so far and now you can move up and do that”?
So, as it were, relating them to what the firearms
146
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A. I would expect any TFC on the firearms cadre to know
exactly what his or her role would be as either a TFC
who went to assist the FDO or as a ground−assigned TFC.
In effect , a lot of this relates to both of those roles .
Q. Right.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Could you say that again, I’m really
sorry .
A. This isn ’ t exclusively just necessarily for the TFC who
goes for the OCB or for the ground−assigned TFC. In
effect −− again, it’s just another −− it’s almost like
another layer of command, so you’ve got an overarching
TFC who will be the one that will be sat with the FDO
and they might well set the initial parameters but
because you’ve got the situational awareness on the
ground, you can in effect feed that back in very
quickly . So they’re both working off the same plan and
it ’s not exclusively for one of the TFCs. It, in
effect , covers them all if that makes sense to you.
(Overspeaking)
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Are we seeing the top of page 8 there,
can I just check? We need the top of page 8, please
{INQ039970/8}.
MR WEATHERBY: Yes, that is the top, sir.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Thank you, yes, it is.
MR WEATHERBY: Just finishing on this section then, this is
148
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a section that covers the roles of the TFC, but it’s not
clear as to what is done by which TFC; is that fair?
A. Yes, I can understand your question, but as a TFC,
I think any TFC would understand what their role was and
in effect there’s quite a big crossover between the two.
Q. There must be a crossover between the two, mustn’t
there, because, as I understand it, one of the reasons
that you have a TFC at HQ or the control room is because
you might end up with a situation where there was more
than one scene, you may have more than one
ground−assigned TFC, so the −−
A. Absolutely.
Q. −− role would be different but overlapping.
A. That’s correct , yes.
Q. Okay. Finally then, can we put up the Whittle document,
which is {INQ029178/1}.
Page 9, please {INQ029178/9}. I think I’m right in
saying this is the amended version in that document.
Again, it ’s clear that the FDO is the initial TFC, but
this next iteration seems to suggest that the next −−
the subsequent cadre TFC should deploy to the scene as
a matter of priority to undertake the role of on−scene
commander or ground−assigned TFC, and then the
subsequent cadre, consideration should be given to the
transition from ITFC to cadre and TFC, so this is
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to the TFC. So they would always go to the scene.
That’s no issue.

I think the significant difference in

this document is they’re now saying that the cadre TFC,
the first one, should go to the scene and then
a subsequent TFC should then go to the FDO to relieve
them −−
MR WEATHERBY: Yes.
A. −− which is the opposite of what SOP 47 −−
Q. The opposite of what was in your iteration and could
lead to real confusion between the operational officers
and the commanders?
A. Potentially , yes.
Q. Yes. On this version , can you help me with this? Is it
the FDO who contacts the cadre TFC to go to the scene?
Is that the way it should work?
A. The FDO would be the first individual to contact the
on−call TFC, that’s correct, yes.
Q. That’s the only way this can work, isn’ t it , if a TFC is
to be deployed, somebody has to deploy them to the
scene? They can’t simply self−deploy?
A. I ’m not sure what you mean by simply self−deploy, I’m
sorry .
Q. Well, let me leave it at this then: on this policy , it ’s
clear that the FDO is the person who determines which
cadre TFC should go where?
151
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a significant difference , isn ’ t it ?
A. That’s correct , and there had always been an argument
with regards to where the TFC should deploy first,
whether it should go to the FDO or whether they in
effect should attend the scene. Clearly , this is the
opposite of what’s in SOP 47.
Q. Exactly. That’s hopefully the point I ’m going to finish
on, that if it wasn’t clear which policy was in force ,
this is a good example of significant change, which
could leave operational officers adopting different
approaches?
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: And that is what 4.2 means, is it? It
means −− I know he’s going to command the ARV resources
on the ground, but he does so by being there at the
scene, does he?
A. Sorry, 4.2, sir , or 4.4?
MR WEATHERBY: 4.4 is what I was asking about.
A. Which point are you...
Q. I was asking about 4.4 but I think the chairman was
asking about 4.2.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: (Overspeaking) 4.2 as well.
A. The operational firearms commander would always go to
scene. In effect , that’s the Bronze, that’s the
Bronze commander, and there will be a number of those.
You could have any number and they would report directly
150
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A. Yes, I would expect a conversation between the FDO and
the TFC to take place as soon as that call is made from
the FDO and a discussion between them to decide where
they need to be deployed to.
Q. Thank you, that’s very clear.

Finally , with respect to

the RVP point, am I right −−
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Can you help me, I’m not sure the
witness can, I know you’re not giving evidence but
I think you can tell me from what we’ve heard −− my
understanding is that the first −− after the FDO, the
next tactical firearms commander actually went to join
the FDO and the ground−assigned tactical commander
volunteered on his way, volunteered over the phone to
the FDO to go and be the ground−assigned firearms
commander. Mr Greaney is nodding. Are you nodding at
my recollection being correct as well?
MR WEATHERBY: That’s my understanding, but obviously that
will be a matter of evidence in the coming weeks.
That’s my understanding.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: If that is correct then it seems like
it ’s not the new instruction which is being followed but
the old instruction .
MR WEATHERBY: Possibly.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: We’ll bear it in mind. It’s very good
of you to think we should wait for the evidence,
152
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Mr Weatherby.
I don’t know whether you know.
A. What I will say, sir , is I made a couple of phone calls
on the night to see if I was required. I am aware of
who went to the scene and who didn’t, but I don’t know
the order in which they were called.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Quite.
A. All I was told was I needed to be in the next day, not
then.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Okay, thank you.
MR WEATHERBY: Thank you very much.
Finally , this . With respect to the RVP, can we
agree that it ’s for the FDO to set a rendezvous point as
early as possible in the process?
A. Yes. You’re talking about a rendezvous point, not
a forward command post or point?
Q. Yes.
A.

Initially , I would expect the FDO to set that but that
would be subject to change dependent upon whether or not
individuals thought there was a more appropriate one
or −−

Q. Yes. Absolutely. A rendezvous point as opposed to
a forward command post is a place that is as close as
possible , but away from the immediate scene, and as
you have just said , it can change for operational
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rendezvous point and, at that point, on the policy ,
inter −agency communication should be set up and, if the
rendezvous point has to change because, for example, the
Fire Service say, ”We don’t think that’s appropriate”,
then there’s a conversation and there’s either agreement
or the FDO changes the rendezvous point and everybody
knows? That’s the way that the policy sets it , isn ’ t
it ?
A. That’s what I would expect, yes.
Q. Just moving to the FCP, it’s not clear to me on the
policy , so it may be clear to everybody else but not to
me, who determines the FCP, forward command post.
Is that the FDO? Is it the cadre TFC at HQ? Is it the
ground−assigned TFC?
A. I would expect it to be those ground−assigned officers
to select the most appropriate spot.
Q. Okay. So here, and no doubt in many other scenarios,
the ground−assigned TFC won’t get to the scene for quite
some time, will they?
A. That’s correct , yes.

Q. So is the expectation then that there will be no forward
command post for at least the initial stage of an
incident like this ?
A. Yes.
155
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reasons.
A. Yes, ordinarily that’s what I would expect.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: And you’re expecting it to be fixed by
the FDO for all the emergency services?
A. The rendezvous point needs to be a place where all the
emergency services could deploy to, so it needs to be
sufficiently large , a large car park something like
that, or near enough. It might well be that when
resources get there, they either identify somewhere
better or say it is not appropriate because it is either
too near or too far , or whatever, but initially I would
expect the FDO to select that.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Do they use their own initiative about
that or would they have to go back to the FDO and say,
”Look, this isn ’ t the best place, what about this
instead?”, and the FDO make the decision or do they all
make up their own mind (overspeaking)?
A. I wouldn’t expect them to make their own mind up.
I think the communication would go back to the FDO to
say, ”This isn ’ t appropriate, can we move here, there
and everywhere”, and it’s absolutely vital , clearly ,
that everybody knows what the correct RVP is.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Even if it’s changed?
A. Especially if it ’s changed.
MR WEATHERBY: So the process is the FDO will set the
154
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MR WEATHERBY: Thank you, Mr Giladi. Those are all my
questions.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Thank you, Mr Weatherby.
MR GREANEY: Sir, it just remains for Mr Mansell to ask his
questions on behalf of GMP.
Questions from MR MANSELL
MR MANSELL: Thank you, sir. Mr Giladi, four topics,
please.
The first topic : budget cuts. You’ve been asked
about the cuts from 2010 to 2017 and you explain in your
second witness statement that, between 2010 and 2017,
GMP lost around a quarter of its officers with further
cuts to PCSOs and police staff. Is that right?
A. That’s correct , yes.
Q. You have described the impact of the cuts on the PCU.
Of course, your responsibilities extended beyond the
PCU. Can you describe, please, the wider impact of
those cuts on GMP?
A. Yes. In effect , the specialist operations branch is
there to support front line policing at a neighbourhood
level with specialist resources. Those resources were
significantly cut. As I said earlier on today, the
firearms resources in effect −− and I’m talking about
firearms officers , authorised firearms officers rather
than PCU −− were exempt initially, but there were huge
156
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cuts to the Tactical Aid Unit, the mounted unit, the dog
unit , et cetera, which meant there were less assets to
deploy to assist front line policing . But again, as
I also said , the back office work did not cease and the
reality of making those cuts was you were taking even
more officers off the front line to fulfil back office
functions as well .
So the number of policies and procedures didn’t
lessen in any way, shape or form, you just had less
people to deal with them. But there was still an
expectation, despite the −− the process of the cuts −−
agreement was made that we wouldn’t do what we’d always
done and there were some things we were going to have to
say no to. That just didn’t manifest itself and in
effect you were still expected to do the same level or
provide the same level of service with less assets ,
which was virtually impossible.
So the policy unit and the specialist operations
branch was just a symptom of the wide−ranging cuts.
Q. In your second witness statement, you say this,
paragraph 39:
”I understand that senior officers did not have any
particularly good options when it came to implementing
the cuts.”
And it was your understanding, was it, that those
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the two elections , the mayoral election and the General
Election , a cricket match, the memorial service for the
Duke of Westminster, which was a huge operation in
Cheshire, and none of that touches on the number of
firearms operations I was in command of, which I hate to
think how many that was.
So although we talked about day jobs earlier on,
I was regularly taken away from, in effect , my day job
to deal with operational matters.
Q. What impact, if any, did that range of operational
responsibilities have on your ability to attend
meetings, including GMRF meetings?
A. Well, I ’m afraid that even for GMRF, operational matters
had to take precedence. So if there was a firearms
operation, like there were to delay my meeting with
Fletcher and Mr Barrett, I would have to deal with that
if I was the cadre on call , of which I did more than my
fair share because I was in the specialist operations
branch and, unfortunately, that might well have
precluded me attending some meetings.
Q. If more senior officers couldn’t attend GMRF meetings,
what would happen to ensure that they were made aware of
developments arising from those meetings?
A. There was a specific mailing list for officers who in
effect were on the attendance list , so the ACC, myself,
159
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senior officers , when implementing cuts, were trying to
preserve as many front line officers as possible ;
is that right?
A. Yes, I suppose the term front line , I might just need to
clarify that. My officers , when I was in the specialist
operations branch I would term front line , but I think
they are talking about officers on divisions in
neighbourhoods, that is what in effect I think they are
referring to as front line . So that was the key
paramount priority, which I understand and, as I said in
my statement, there weren’t any good options.
Q. Second topic. GMP attendance at GMRF meetings. Again,
I ’m at your second statement, it doesn’t have to go up
on the screen, page 4, paragraph 19. You set out there
the range of responsibilities you had during the last
12 months of your operational duties. The period you’re
describing there, Mr Giladi, is approximately June 2016
to June 2017; is that right?
A. That’s correct .
Q. During that time, you were the police commander for
a range of events.

I won’t list them all, but they

included 14 football matches?
A. That’s correct . Three of those were Manchester United
European fixtures, which each involved two trips abroad,
and then commanding the matches, strike days, concerts
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another couple of people within the force event section ,
so they would be certainly made aware of the minutes,
any actions arising from them, et cetera, and clearly
once I’d seen them, if I hadn’t been at the meeting and
if there was −− were any issues for them, I would
certainly raise it with them.
Q. While you were an active member of the GMRF, did anyone
ever raise any concerns with you about GMP’s commitment
to the GMRF?
A. I can recall nobody making any such comment to me, no.
Q. Third topic, please, joint working in general.

First of

all , the blue light forum. That was a regular meeting
of representatives from the three emergency services?
A. That’s correct , yes.
Q. You chaired that forum?
A. Yes, I chaired it .

I think the first time was in the

June, and we changed it to −− I think it was the JESIP
working group −− forgive me if I’m not sure −− and then
suggested that we also had that strategic group overview
but I did chair it , although I did make it clear that
I was retiring approximately 12 months after taking over
that, so I wouldn’t be there for long, and that was
clear from the beginning.
Q. But the forum met to discuss joint working and to share
information between the partner agencies; was that its
160
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purpose?
A. That was its purpose, and in effect we re−branded it as
the JESIP group because in effect that’s what it was.
Q. So there came a point when it was decided it would
evolve into two groups, a tactical JESIP user group,
which you’ve explained you then went on to chair before
you retired , and a strategic group as well; was that the
plan?
A. That’s correct , yes.
Q. Did all of that −− that was completely separate, was it,
from learning arising from Winchester Accord?
A. Yes, that was separate.
Q. Let’s look at Winchester Accord. That took place in
May 2016. We know that John Fletcher reached out to you
about learning from the exercise . Was that because of
the existing relationship you had with him through the
blue light forum and the JESIP user group?
A. I think so.

I ’ve worked with Mr Fletcher and some of

his colleagues for many years, so because of our
existing relationship , yes.
Q. You weren’t tasked with any of the recommendations
arising from Winchester Accord?
A. Nothing specific , no.
Q. Nevertheless, you meet with Mr Fletcher and Mr Barrett
and out of that comes the JOPs commander training?
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but lots of training , lots of meetings, lots of talk ,
but actually when it comes to the exercises and when it
comes to real life , it doesn’t work, so ”in a good
position”, is that a good phrase?
A. I felt we were in a strong position and, as I said
earlier on, it might well be that we might have needed
some higher level push if you like .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Okay. Sorry, Mr Mansell.
MR MANSELL: No, not at all, sir.
The fourth and final topic , Mr Giladi, Plato plans.
If we could have on the screen the email to
Inspector Lear from you about updating the Plato plan.
Mr Lopez, it’s {INQ040408/2}, please.
If we could zoom in, please, Mr Lopez, two−thirds
down the page, it’s the email on 2 May 2017 at 10.27.
If we start here, Mr Giladi. Here you are emailing
Inspector Lear:
”Simon, sorry, but need the review ASAP. If you
scroll down, it needs to cover as many of the questions
as possible .”
And we’ve seen this email chain before and I am not
going to take you through all of the emails but we can
see that the previous email comes from Mr Potts.
Then if we can go up, please, we can see the email
from Inspector Lear same day, 2 May 2017, 10.33:
163
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A. That’s correct , yes.
Q. You’ve been asked about co−location. Was the importance
of co−location and getting to the scene something that
would have been obvious to all of the emergency
services ?
A. Absolutely. Co−location, as it effect says on the tin ,
is about all the agencies co−locating together. I ’m not
sure what the issue had been that meant that that hadn’t
happened at Winchester Accord, but certainly it was
critical to all of the blue light agencies.
Q. And something they would have appreciated?
A. Absolutely, yes.
Q. The JOPs commander training I just mentioned, was that
in addition to the GMP training regime which included
the JESIP component?
A. That would have been in addition, yes.
Q. Against that background, how would you describe GMP’s
approach to joint working generally?
A. I thought we were in a really strong position . We had
really mature, strong relationships with our blue light
partners, and the fact that issues were flagged up,
I almost took as a good sign that we were able to have
those frank conversations, so I thought we had very
strong relationships .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: I’m really sorry to press you on this,
162
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”Sir , noted. When is May COG? Just trying to
manage level of panic.”
And then your response to that, top of the page,
same day, 2 May, 10.34:
”I ’ve tried to address that with Mr Potts. Next
week. I think we will struggle . How far are we on with
it ?”
Does that question, ”How far are we on with it?”,
does that suggest to you that you had tasked this to
Inspector Lear earlier than that morning on 2 May 2017
or not?
A. Yes, reading that, it does.
Q. Thank you, Mr Lopez, that can come off the screen,
please.
Back at your second statement, Mr Giladi, still on
Plato plans, page 23, paragraph 101. You say this:
”At the time of the attack, police forces were in
the process of updating their Plato plans to reflect new
national guidance.”
And you make the point that the national guidance
was issued in March 2017; yes?
A. Yes.
Q. And there were seminars on the guidance in early
May 2017?
A. That’s correct .
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Q. And the assurance visits on the new guidance took place
in July 2017?
A. That’s correct .
Q. So from March to July 2017 was a period when all forces’
Plato plans were under review?
A. That’s correct , yes.
Q. During that time, GMP’s Plato plan went through a number
of revisions as a result of that process?
A. That’s correct .
Q. Has that had any impact on your ability now, some years
later , to recall exactly which plan was in force on
22 May 2017 or not?
A. Absolutely, yes.
Q. Going back to your statement, paragraph 101, same
paragraph, you say this about the national guidance:
”The national guidance was issued in March 2017 and
I would have expected all firearms commanders, including
FDOs, to have read and been familiar with this guidance
soon after its introduction.”
Is that correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Indeed, in the previous paragraph, you make the point
that all firearms commanders were sent the national
guidance, the 4 May 2017 plan, and JOPs 3 by
Inspector Lear on 12 May 2017; is that correct?
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A. Yes.
Q. Even though you fairly acknowledge that that might not
have been clear to everyone, that’s your view. Whether
the plan is clear about what was required of Silver and
what was required of the ground−assigned firearms
commander will be for the chairman to consider in due
course, but I want to know what was in your mind. Now,
as for the ground−assigned tactical firearms commander
I think, from what you’ve said today, your view is that
his responsibility was for that crucially important
firearms operation?
A. Correct, yes.
Q. So someone separate should have been commanding the
unarmed assets at the scene?
A. Yes. Just to clarify , initially that might not have
been possible, so although there might well have been
a period of time before the ground−assigned TFC got
there, but yes, ideally as soon as possible a second
unarmed commander should be deployed to take away the
command of the unarmed asset.
Q. Exactly, and that’s what I had understood you to say.
Obviously that might not be capable of being achieved in
the first minute or minutes, but as soon as is
reasonably possible , to use Mr Smith’s phrase earlier
today, there ought to be one police officer , who is the
167
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A. That’s correct .
MR MANSELL: Thank you, sir, that’s all I ask.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Thank you very much, Mr Mansell.
Further questions from MR GREANEY
MR GREANEY: Mr Giladi, I remain not entirely clear about
one issue .

I ’m going to ask you to help me with it. It

may be that I’m the only one. Let’s start with two
things that I ’m sure we will be able to agree about.
First , those who have responsibilities in the event of
Operation Plato being declared should know what plan
they are to follow?
A. Correct.
Q. Secondly, that plan should be clear about what is
required of them?
A. Correct.
Q. There are, or at least may be, some disagreements in the
evidence between core participants about a number of
things, but in particular , so far as your evidence is
concerned, about where Silver should have been after the
explosion and about what the ground−assigned tactical
firearms commander’s responsibilities were. So I’m
going to seek your help about that.
You were the author of SOP 47 v5 and I believe your
view is that that is the policy that was in force on
22 May 2017?
166
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ground−assigned tactical firearms commander, dealing
with the firearms operation, and a separate officer who
is commanding the unarmed assets?
A. If it helps, what my expectation would have been on the
night is −− and I know that the FDO has an awful lot to
do and it’s adding something. But I would have expected
the FDO to have contacted the TFC and then the
ground−assigned TFC would have been turned out. But
I would also have expected the FDO to have contacted the
night Silver Commander.
Q. Exactly.
A. And the duty superintendent, just in case that’s not
clear .
Q. I think it is clear . So what you anticipated would have
been the position at the scene, after a reasonable
period to allow it to be achieved, is the
ground−assigned tactical firearms commander dealing with
the firearms operation and Silver at the scene dealing
with the unarmed assets?
A. Absolutely, yes.
Q. And if for any reason it was necessary for the
ground−assigned tactical firearms commander to be given
the job of directing the unarmed assets, someone should
have told him?
A. Sorry, could you repeat the question?
168
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Q. Let’s imagine that the situation that you consider
should have existed for some reason could not exist and
in that situation there was an expectation that the
ground−assigned tactical firearms commander would deal
not only with the firearms side of things but also
command the unarmed assets. If that was what was
expected of him by the command structure, is it fair to
observe that someone should have told him or her?
A. Yes, that’s probably a fair comment.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Here’s the bit I just haven’t
understood. Once you have a group of unarmed police
officers on the scene, they will have someone there
who’s in charge of them of whatever rank, and rank
doesn’t matter, you’ve told me that, so why isn’t he
automatically the commander of the unarmed assets on the
scene and why are we waiting for anybody else?
A. Sir , there’s no reason why initially that individual
can’t perform that role .

It might well be a sergeant

inspector who’s not necessarily got the training for the
bigger issues .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: I understand how you need to get someone
there fairly quickly .
A. Absolutely.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: But in the first instance?
A. In the first instance, absolutely .

In effect , there
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would almost be an initial Silver commander, so I would
have no issue with that whatsoever. Deploy their assets
in the most appropriate and safe manner, and then when
the Silver was in effect coming to take over, they could
at least brief them to say what they’d done, where their
assets were, where they were deployed to, what they’ve
seen, et cetera. So absolutely, yes, you would have
expected a supervisor to have done that, and in that
case the rank does matter, but it ’s when you go into
your TFC and your Silver commander that it’s more of
a blurred area.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Thank you.
MR GREANEY: What I don’t want is for either Mr Weatherby or
Mr Mansell to feel that by introducing that
clarification at this stage that they’ve been treated in
any way unfairly, so may I suggest that if either of
them wishes to ask any questions about that matter, they
should be permitted to do so. They don’t need to appear
unless they do.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: How long do we give them?
MR GREANEY: About that amount of time, sir.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Okay, thank you very much.
MR GREANEY: Sir, I have no further questions for Mr Giladi.
I don’t know whether you do.
The next witness is Mr Dawson, the British Transport
170
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Police FIM on the night of the attack. Consideration
was given to whether we could start him at what was
predicted to be about 3 o’clock. There were good,
practical reasons why that was not sensible.
Consideration has also been given to whether we should
read some evidence and again, for good reason, it’s been
decided that that’s undesirable. As a result , for once
we’re going to have a slightly early finish today,
although we did start early .
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: I think there’s no reason why we
shouldn’t give the explanation for the not reading.
None of us want it to look as if those statements, which
are important and are extremely moving, a lot of them,
are not just shoved in whenever we have a moment to do
it . They deserve to be treated as a block at the
correct time when everybody can properly focus on it.
MR GREANEY: Sir, we know that was your view and it’s a view
that we share. In any event, there is a lot of work, as
we always say, to be done behind the scenes.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Okay, thank you.
MR GREANEY: I believe that 10 o’clock, unless I get
a message from Mr de la Poer now, who will be calling
Mr Dawson, is the start time tomorrow.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS: Right.
(3.22 pm)
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(The inquiry adjourned until 10.00 am
on Thursday, 22 April 2021)
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